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SCHUR ALGEBRAS AND QUANTUM SYMMETRIC PAIRS WITH UNEQUAL
PARAMETERS
CHUN-JU LAI AND LI LUO
Abstract. We study the (quantum) Schur algebras of type B/C corresponding to the Hecke algebras
with unequal parameters. We prove that the Schur algebras afford a stabilization construction in the sense
of Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson that constructs a multiparameter upgrade of the quantum symmetric
pair coideal subalgebras of type AIII/AIV with no black nodes. We further obtain the canonical basis
of the Schur/coideal subalgebras, at the specialization associated to any weight function. These bases
are the counterparts of Lusztig’s bar-invariant basis for Hecke algebras with unequal parameters. In the
appendix we provide an algebraic version of a type D Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson construction which is
first introduced by Fan-Li from a geometric viewpoint.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background. The quantum groups introduced by Drinfeld and Jimbo have played a central role in
representation theory and many other branches of mathematics. Equally important are Lusztig’s modified
(or idempotented) quantum groups (cf. [Lu93]) that admit the canonical bases, which are analogs of the
Kazhdan-Lusztig bases for the Hecke algebras. In [BLM90], a geometric construction of the modified
quantum group 9Upglnq is given by Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson. Their construction is now referred as
the BLM or stabilization construction after a stabilization property of the family of the (quantum) Schur
algebras of type A. In this paper, by a (equal-parameter)1 stabilization construction of type X we mean
a construction of an algebra 9KXn over Zrv, v
´1s such that
(1) There is a family of quantum Schur algebras SXn,d, which are the centralizing algebras to the action
of the Hecke algebra HXd of type Xd, for all n, d;
(2) The family tSXn,d | d P Nu admits a stabilization property, namely, the algebra
9KXn “ Stab
8Ðd
SXn,d
is well-defined. As a consequence, there is a basis of 9KXn that is compatible with the Kazhdan-
Lusztig bases for HXd , and the canonical bases of S
X
n,d for all d.
The stabilization constructions have been developed for classical type and for certain affine type (see
Table 1 for the references) – there are geometric approaches using partial flags and counting over finite
fields developed; while there also are algebraic approaches in the framework of the Hecke algebras using
combinatorics on Coxeter groups.
1Our goal
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Table 1. Known BLM/stabilization constructions
type finite A finite B/C finite D affine A affine C
geometric [BLM90] [BKLW18] [FL15] [Lu99] [FL3Wa]
algebraic [DDPW08] ? ? [DF15] [FL3Wb]
We remark that the algebraic approach for finite type B/C is more or less a special case for affine type
C; while the algebraic approach for type D will be given in the appendix of this present paper.
The stabilization construction in general produces not the Drinfeld-Jimbo’s quantum groups but
Letzter-Kolb’s quantum symmetric pairs (cf. [Le02, Ko14]). For example, the stabilization construc-
tions of type A and B/C lead to the quantum symmetric pairs of type AIII/IV with no black nodes.
1.2. A new direction. A recent work by Bao-Wang-Watanabe brings to the author’s attention that a
multiparameter Schur duality (cf. [BWW18]) plays a governing role among the Schur dualities of classical
type. They also introduce a multiparameter upgrade of quantum symmetric pairs of type AIII/AIV with
no black nodes.
While it is unclear how to proceed a geometric approach with unequal parameters since dimension
counting does not make sense in an obvious way, an algebraic/combinatorial approach seems viable.
The goal of this article is to provide a stabilization construction with respect to the Schur duality with
unequal parameters in loc. cit. We show that the multiparameter stabilization algebras constructed are
the coideal subalgebras appearing in the quantum symmetric pairs of type AIII/AIV with no black nodes.
As an application, we construct, for the first time, the canonical bases for the type B/C Schur algebras
with unequal parameters associated to any weight function, using Lusztig’s bar-invariant basis [Lu03]
with unequal parameters.
The following diagram explains briefly the connection between the stabilization construction of type
B/C for equal and unequal parameters (here c “ gcdpLps0q,Lps1qq, and there are two distinct cases where
‚ can be replaced by ı or ):
Table 2. Relation between Schur duality of type B/C at various specializations
S‚n,d ñ V
bd
ð Hd over Zru
˘1, v˘1s
ó specialization at u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q
S
‚,L
n,d ñ V
bd
L
ð HLd over Zrv
˘cs
ó specialization at u “ v “ v pi.e., L “ ℓq
S‚n,d ñ V
bd
ð Hd over Zrv
˘1s
At the specialization u “ 1, the Hecke algebra contains the type D Hecke algebra over Zpv˘1q as a
proper subalgebra. Hence the multiparameter Schur duality yields a weak Schur duality of type D which
is used in [Bao17] to formulate the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory for classical and super type D. The very
duality also appears in [ES18] as a piece of a larger skew Howe duality of the quantum symmetric pair
coideal subalgebra with itself.
1.3. Unequal parameters. While the organization of this paper follows closely to the (equal-parameter)
affine type C construction [FL3Wb], the technical lemmas therein do not generalize naively. Below we
mention some notable difficulties working with unequal parameters.
The first difficulty comes to dealing with the combinatorics of (type B/C) quantum numbers with two
parameters. The key observation here is that the (equal-parameter) quantum numbers/factorials used in
the BLM-type constructions arise from the (equal-parameter) Poincare polynomials corresponding to the
Weyl groups. Hence, we compute the multiparameter upgrade for the type B/C Poincare polynomials
(cf. Lemma 2.3.1), and then extract from it a type B/C quantum factorial (2.3.3) with two parameters.
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The second difficulty arises in constructing a standard basis of Sn,d. For the equal-parameter case
such a basis element rAs is obtained by multiplying a v-power to the evident basis eA; while for unequal
parameters, it is not obvious how to define a multiplier u‚v‚ that specializes to the original v-power. We
solve this problem by reducing it to getting an explicit formula (cf. Lemma 4.1.2) for the leading coefficient
under the bar map. For the equal-parameter case the formula is obtained using certain identities on the
dual Kazhdan-Lusztig basis due to Curtis. However, there are no multiparameter Kazhdan-Lusztig basis
known to us (yet). Hence, we take a detour via Lusztig’s bar-invariant basis cw with unequal parameters
and have successfully define a standard basis that affords the entire stabilization process.
Finally, we remark that there is an unexpected behavior for our multiparameter monomial bases –
the basis elements are not bar-invariant, unlike the (equal-parameter) monomial basis elements. As a
result, we can only show the existence of canonical bases for Schur algebras at certain specialization (see
Section 4.4).
1.4. Organization and main results. Throughout the article the algebras are over the ground ring
A “ Zru˘1, v˘1s
(u, v are independent indeterminants) and its specializations.
We first start with the case ‚ “ . In Section 2 we recall combinatorial properties of Weyl groups of
type B/C in terms of permutation matrices. We characterize a matrix set Ξn,d (see (2.2.2)) associated
to certain double coset representatives. We also introduce the multiparameter quantum numbers of type
B/C corresponding to the Poincare polynomials. In Section 3 we introduce the Schur algebra Sn,d (see
(3.1.6)) with an evident basis teA | A P Ξn,du. In Section 4 we introduce a standard basis trAs | A P Ξn,du
(see (4.2.3)), and we show that, using Lusztig’s basis cw for the Hecke algebras with unequal parameters,
it satisfies a unitriangular condition under the bar involution. The first main result is the following
multiparameter upgrade of the multiplication formulas in [BKLW18]:
Theorem A (Theorem 4.2.3). Let A,B P Ξn,d and B ´ bpEh,h`1 `E´h,´h´1q is diagonal. Let γ
C
B,A P A
be such that rBsrAs “
ř
C γ
C
B,ArCs P S

n,d. The explicit formula and the vanishing criterion for γ
C
B,A are
computed.
The multiplication formula plays an essential step towards constructing a monomial basis in the sense
that a stabilization property (4.3.3) holds.
Theorem B (Proposition 4.3.1, Theorem 4.4.1). There exists a monomial basis tmAu for the Schur
algebra Sn,d over A. Consequently, at a specialization associated to a weight function L, there exists a
canonical basis ttAuLu for S,Ln,d.
In Section 5 we show that the stabilization procedure along the line of Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson
applies to the family of Schur algebras tSn,d | d ě 1u with a fixed n, which leads to the construction of
stabilization algebra 9Kn (cf. Corollary 5.1.3) together with its canonical basis.
Theorem C (Theorem 5.2.2). There exists a monomial basis tmAu for the stabilization algebra 9K

n. As
a corollary, there exists a canonical basis ttAuLu for 9Kn at a specialization associated to a weight function
L.
Section 6 is dedicated to the counterparts of Theorems B and C for the case ‚ “ ı (see Theorems 6.2.2
and 6.3.8). In Section 7 we show that the stabilization algebras coincide with the gl-variants U,Uı
of the multiparameter quantum symmetric pair coideal subalgebras studied by Bao-Wang-Watanabe in
[BWW18] (referred as U,Uı therein). The argument is made bypassing the idempotented (or modified)
quantum algebras.
Theorem D (Theorems 7.2.1 and 7.3.2). There are algebra isomorphisms 9Kn » 9U, 9Kın » 9U
ı.
In the appendix we provide an algebraic version of a type D Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson construction
which is first introduced by Fan-Li from a geometric viewpoint.
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2. Combinatorics on Weyl groups
2.1. Weyl groups as permutation groups. Let N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u. Fix N,n,D, d P N such that
N “ 2n` 1,D “ 2d` 1. (2.1.1)
Let PermpXq be the group of permutations on a set X. Let pW,Sq be the Coxeter system of type B/C
by
W “ tg P Permpr´d, dsq | gp´iq “ ´gpiqu, S “ ts0, . . . , sd´1u, (2.1.2)
where
s0 “ p´1, 1q, si “ pi, i ` 1qp´i,´i ´ 1q p1 ď i ă dq. (2.1.3)
In particular, gp0q “ 0 for any g PW . The corresponding Coxeter diagram is as below:
0 1
. . .
d´ 1
“““
Since that any g P W is uniquely determined by pgp1q, . . . , gpdqq, we use the two-line/one-line notations
(referred as the window notation in [BB05])
g ”
ˇˇˇˇ
1, . . . , d
gp1q, . . . , gpdq
ˇˇˇˇ
c
” |gp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gpdq|c. (2.1.4)
Let ℓ :W Ñ N be the length function on W . We introduce a truncated length function ℓc : W Ñ N such
that ℓcpgq equals to the total number of s0’s in a reduced expression of g. The function ℓc is well-defined
since it is the weight function (cf. [Lu03]) determined by ℓcps0q “ 1, ℓcpsiq “ 0 for i ě 1. We set ℓa “ ℓ´ℓc.
Lemma 2.1.1. For g PW , we have
ℓcpgq “
1
2
7
!
pi, jq P r1, ds ˆ t0u
ˇˇˇ
iăj
gpiqągpjq or
iąj
gpiqăgpjq
)
, (2.1.5)
ℓapgq “
1
2
7
!
pi, jq P r1, ds ˆ pr´d, ds ´ t0uq
ˇˇˇ
iăj
gpiqągpjq or
iąj
gpiqăgpjq
)
. (2.1.6)
ℓpgq “
1
2
7
!
pi, jq P r1, ds ˆ r´d, ds
ˇˇˇ
iăj
gpiqągpjq or
iąj
gpiqăgpjq
)
. (2.1.7)
Proof. It follows by an easy induction that ℓcpgq “
7ti P r1, ds | gpiq ă 0u, which yields to (2.1.5) by a
direct calculation. The formula (2.1.7) for ℓpgq is equivalent to the formula [BB05, (8.2)]. Then there
comes the formula (2.1.6) by ℓapgq “ ℓpgq ´ ℓcpgq. 
Remark 2.1.2. The expressions in Lemma 2.1.1 are not the most straight-forward. There are simpler
ones, for example, ℓa “ inv ` neg and ℓc “ neg following the convention in [BB05]. We will see in
Lemma 2.2.2 the advantage of choosing such symmetrized expressions. See also [FL3Wb, Appendix A]
for similar symmetrized length formulas for finite and affine classical types.
Denote the set of weak compositions of d of n` 1 parts by
Λn,d “ tλ “ pλn, . . . , λ1, 2λ0 ` 1, λ1, . . . , λnq P N
2n`1 |
řn
i“0 λi “ du. (2.1.8)
For any λ P Λn,d and integer i P r´n, ns, we define integer intervals R
λ
i by
Rλi “
$’’&’’%
rλ0 `
ř
1ďjăi
λj ` 1, λ0 `
ř
1ďjďi
λjs if 0 ă i ď n;
r´λ0, λ0s if i “ 0;
´Rλ´i if ´ n ď i ă 0.
(2.1.9)
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For any subset X Ă r´d, ds, let StabpXq be the stabilizer of X in W . A parabolic subgroup of W must
be of the form
Wλ “
nč
i“0
StabpRλi q, for some λ P Λn,d. (2.1.10)
Precisely, Wλ is the parabolic subgroup of W generated by S ´ tsλ0 , sλ0`λ1 , . . . , sd´λnu. Denote the set
of shortest right coset representatives for WλzW by
Dλ “ tw P W | ℓpwgq “ ℓpwq ` ℓpgq for all w PWλu (2.1.11)
“ tw P W | w´1 is order-preserving on all Rλi u. (2.1.12)
Denote the set of minimal length double coset representatives for WλzW {Wµ by
Dλµ “ Dλ XD
´1
µ . (2.1.13)
In the following we collect some standard results for Coxeter groups from [DDPW08, Proposition 4.16,
Lemma 4.17 and Theorem 4.18].
Lemma 2.1.3. Let λ, µ P Λn,d and g P Dλµ.
paq There exists δ P Λn1,d for some n
1 such that Wδ “ g
´1Wλg XWµ.
pbq The map Wλ ˆ pDδ XWµq Ñ WλgWµ sending px, yq to xgy is a bijection; moreover, we have
ℓpxgyq “ ℓpxq ` ℓpgq ` ℓpyq.
pcq The map WδˆpDδXWµq ÑWµ sending px, yq to xy is a bijection; moreover, we have ℓpxq`ℓpyq “
ℓpxyq.
An essential step in deriving the multiplication formula is to understand the set Dδ XWµ, which we
will see in Section 3.2.
2.2. Set-valued matrices. Let
ΘN,D :“
#
paijq´nďi,jďn P MatNˆN pNq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
ij
aij “ D
+
, ΘN “
ď
DP2N`1
ΘN,D. (2.2.1)
Note that the columns/rows of such a matrix are indexed by r´n, ns instead of r1, N s. Let
Ξn,d :“
"
paijq P ΘN,D
ˇˇˇˇ
a00 P 2Z` 1,
aij “ a´i,´j for all i, j
*
, Ξn “
ď
dPN
Ξn,d. (2.2.2)
For A “ paijq P Ξn,d we define a matrix A
P “ pAPijq to be the unique set-valued matrix satisfying:
(P0) The sets pAPijqij partition r´d, ds;
(P1) |APij | “ aij for all i, j;
(P2) Every element in APij is smaller than any element in A
P
xy if pi, jq ă px, yq in the lexicographical
order (i.e., pi, jq ă px, yq if and only if i ă x or pi “ x, j ă yq).
In words, the set-valued matrix AP is obtained by filling integers from ´d to d into the entries APij row-
by-row, top-to-bottom. For T P ΘN , we define its row sum vector rowpT q “ prowpT qkq
n
k“´n and column
sum vector colpT q “ pcolpT qkq
n
k“´n by
rowpT qk “
ÿ
´nďjďn
tkj and colpT qk “
ÿ
´nďiďn
tik. (2.2.3)
Lemma 2.2.1. The following map is bijective:
κ :
ğ
λ,µPΛn,d
tλu ˆDλµ ˆ tµu Ñ Ξn,d, κpλ, g, µq “ p|R
λ
i X gR
µ
j |qij . (2.2.4)
Moreover, the inverse is given by κ´1pAq “ prowpAq, gA, colpAqq, where gA is the permutation sending k
to the k-th number in the column-reading of AP (see Example 2.2.3 below).
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Proof. The surjectivity follows from κprowpAq, gA, colpAqq “ A p@A P Ξn,dq by a direct calculation.
For injectivity, we assume κpλ, g, µq “ A “ κpλ1, g1, µ1q. Then λ “ λ1 “ rowpAq and µ “ µ1 “ colpAq
and hence g, g1 P Dλµ. It follows from |R
λ
i X gR
µ
j | “ |R
λ
i X g
1R
µ
j | p@i, j P r´n, nsq that g “ wpλqg
1wpµq for
some wpλq P Wλ, wpµq P Wµ. Therefore g “ g
1 since they are both minimal double coset representatives
in WλzW {Wµ. 
Thanks to Lemma 2.2.1, we define length functions ℓ, ℓc, ℓa on Ξn,d by
ℓpAq “ ℓpgq, ℓcpAq “ ℓcpgq, ℓapAq “ ℓapgq pfor A “ κpλ, g, µqq. (2.2.5)
We define index subsets of type A/C by the following:
Ia “ pt0u ˆ r1, nsq \ pr1, ns ˆ r´n, nsq, Ic “ Ia \ tp0, 0qu. (2.2.6)
For pi, jq P Ic, we set
a
6
ij “
#
1
2
paij ´ 1q if pi, jq “ p0, 0q;
aij otherwise.
(2.2.7)
There is an alternative length formula in terms of products of matrix entries as below.
Lemma 2.2.2. Recall a6ij from (2.2.7). The (truncated) length functions of A are given by
ℓpAq “
1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPIc
´ ÿ
xăi
yąj
`
ÿ
xąi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy
˙
, ℓcpAq “
1
2
´ ÿ
0ăx
0ąy
`
ÿ
0ąx
0ăy
¯
axy, (2.2.8)
ℓapAq “
1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPIc
´ ÿ
xăi
yąj
`
ÿ
xąi
yăj
¯
a
66
ijaxy
˙
, (2.2.9)
where a6600 “ a
6
00 ´ 1 “
1
2
pa00 ´ 3q and a
66
ij “ aij if pi, jq P Ia.
Proof. These three formulas are paraphrases of those in Lemma 2.1.1. 
Let A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d. We define a signed weak composition as below:
δpAq “ pann, . . . , . . . , . . . , a
6
00, a10, . . . , an0, a´n,1, a´n`1,1, . . . , an1, . . . , . . . , a´n,n, a´n`1,n, . . . , annq.
(2.2.10)
A direct computation shows that δpAq is indeed a weak composition δ in Lemma 2.1.3(a).
Example 2.2.3. Let A “
”
1 3 1
1 1 1
1 3 1
ı
. We have
rowpAq “ p5, 3, 5q, colpAq “ p3, 7, 3q, AP “
„
t´6u t´5,´4,´3u t´2u
t´1u t0u t1u
t2u t3,4,5u t6u

.
Column-reading of AP gives us a sequence ´6,´1, 2,´5,´4,´3, 0, 3, 4, 5,´2, 1, 6, and hence gA is the
permutation
gA “ |3, 4, 5,´2, 1, 6|c “ s1s0s2s1s3s2s4s3.
Indeed, we have
ℓpAq “
1
2
´
a
6
00p1` 1q ` a01p0` 4q ` a1,´1p6` 0q ` a10p2` 0q ` a11p0` 0q
¯
“
1
2
p0` 4` 6` 6` 0q “ 8,
ℓcpAq “
1
2
pa1,´1 ` a´1,1q “ 1,
ℓapAq “
1
2
´
a
66
00p2q ` a01p4q ` a1,´1p6q ` a10p2q ` a11p0q
¯
“ 7.
Furthermore, δpAq “ p1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 3, 1, 1, 1q.
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2.3. Quantum combinatorics. We denote the quantum v-number by
ras “
v2a ´ 1
v2 ´ 1
pa P Zq. (2.3.1)
We denote the type-A quantum v-factorials by, for t P N , A “ paijq P ΘN ,
rts! “
tź
k“1
rks, rAs! “
ź
´nďi,jďn
raijs!. (2.3.2)
The type-B/C analogues are defined by, for t P N, A “ paijq, B “ pbijq P Ξn,
r2tsc “ rtspu
2v2pt´1q ` 1q, rts!c “
tź
k“1
r2ksc, rAs
!
c “ ra
6
00s
!
c
ź
pi,jqPIa
raijs!. (2.3.3)
In particular, the specialization of r2tsc at u “ v is rtsp1` v
2tq “ r2ts. Furthermore, we set, for any a P Z
and b P N, „
a
b

“
bź
i“1
v2pa´i`1q ´ 1
v2i ´ 1
.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let A “ κpµ, g, νq, and let δ “ δpAq. Then
ř
wPWδ
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ rAs!c.
Proof. Let W cd be the Weyl group of type Cd.
Recall δ in (2.2.10). We have Wδ »W
c
a
6
00
ˆ
ś
pi,jqPIa
Saij . For each w P Saij we have ℓcpwq “ 0, ℓapwq “
ℓpwq, and hence ÿ
wPSaij
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “
ÿ
wPSaij
v2ℓpwq “ raijs
!. (2.3.4)
Thus ÿ
wPWδ
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “
´ ÿ
wPW c
a
6
00
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq
¯ ź
pi,jqPIa
raijs!.
It suffices to show that ÿ
wPW cd
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ rds!c. (2.3.5)
Let λ “ p0, . . . , 0, 1, 2d ´ 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0q P Λn,d. We have Wλ »W
c
d´1, and henceÿ
wPW cd
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “
´ ÿ
wPW cd´1
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq
¯´ ÿ
wPDλ
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq
¯
. (2.3.6)
By (2.1.11), g P Dλ if and only if g
´1 is order-preserving on r´d` 1, d´ 1s. Hence,
Dλ “
"
|i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , id´1,˘j|
´1
c
ˇˇˇˇ
r1, ds “ tju \ ti1, . . . id´1u,
i1 ă . . . ă id´1
*
. (2.3.7)
Consequently, we have ÿ
wPDλ
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ rdsp1 ` u2v2pd´1qq “ r2dsc. (2.3.8)
Therefore, (2.3.5) follows from a downward iteration. The Lemma is proved. 
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3. Schur algebras
3.1. Schur algebras. The Hecke algebra H “ HpW q over A is an algebra with a basis tTg | g P W u
satisfying
TwTw1 “ Tww1 if ℓpww
1q “ ℓpwq ` ℓpw1q, (3.1.1)
pTs0 ` 1qpTs0 ´ u
2q “ 0, (3.1.2)
pTs ` 1qpTs ´ v
2q “ 0 for s P S ´ ts0u. (3.1.3)
For any subset X ĂW and for λ P Λn,d (2.1.8), set
TX “
ÿ
wPX
Tw, T
g
λµ “ TpWλqgpWµq, xλ “ T
1
λλ “ TWλ , (3.1.4)
where 1 is the identity element of W .
Lemma 3.1.1. If w P Wλ, then Twxλ “ u
2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwqxλ “ xλTw.
Proof. This reduces to the case when w “ s P S. It then follows from the Hecke relation (3.1.1). 
For λ, µ P Λn,d and g P Dλµ, we consider a right H-linear map φ
g
λµ P HomHpxµH,Hq, sending xµ to
T
g
λµ. Thanks to Lemma 2.1.3(b), we have T
g
λµ “ xλTgTDδXWµ for some δ P Λn1,d, and hence we have
constructed a right H-linear map
φ
g
λµ P HomHpxµH, xλHq, T
1
µµ ÞÑ T
g
λµ. (3.1.5)
The Schur algebra Sn,d is defined as the following A-algebra
S

n,d “ EndH
´
‘
λPΛn,d
xλH
¯
“
à
λ,µPΛn,d
HomHpxµH, xλHq. (3.1.6)
Thanks to Lemma 2.2.1, for A “ κpλ, g, µq we define
eA “ φ
g
λµ. (3.1.7)
A formal argument as in [Du92, G97] is applicable to our setting and gives us the following:
Lemma 3.1.2. The set teA | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S

n,d.
For T “ ptijq P ΘN , let diagpT q “ pδijtijq P ΘN and denote its centro-symmetrizer by
T θ “ ptθijq, where t
θ
ij “ tij ` t´i,´j. (3.1.8)
We remark that T θ R Ξn since t
θ
00 is even. A matrix B P Ξn,d is called a Chevalley matrix if
B ´ diagpBq “ bEθh,h`1, pb P N,´n ď h ă nq. (3.1.9)
An easy consequence of Lemma 2.2.2 is that gB “ 1 if B is Chevalley. We assume from now on that B
is a Chevalley matrix, and we fix B “ κpλ,1, µq, A “ κpµ, g, νq. Recall rAs!c from (2.3.3). We have the
following identity.
Lemma 3.1.3. xµTgxν “ rAs
!
c eApxνq.
Proof. Let δ “ δpAq. By Lemma 2.1.3(c), we have xν “ xδTDδXWν , and hence
xµTgxν “ xµTgxδTDδXWν “
ÿ
wPWδ
xµTgTwTDδXWν . (3.1.10)
By Lemma 2.1.3(a), w P g´1Wµg XWν Ă Wν and hence TgTw “ Tgw since g P Dµν Ă D
´1
ν . Moreover,
we have gw “ w1g for some w1 PWµ. Since g P Dµν Ă Dµ, we have
ℓpgq ` ℓpwq “ ℓpgwq “ ℓpw1gq “ ℓpw1q ` ℓpgq (3.1.11)
and therefore ℓpw1q “ ℓpwq. Moreover, note that ℓc is a well-defined weight function (cf. [Lu03]) deter-
mined by ℓps0q “ 1 and ℓpsiq “ 0 pi ě 1q. Counting the number of s0 appeared in a reduced form of
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gw “ w1g, we have ℓcpgwq “ ℓcpgq ` ℓcpwq and ℓcpw
1gq “ ℓcpw
1q ` ℓcpgq by (3.1.11). Thus ℓcpwq “ ℓcpw
1q
(and hence ℓapwq “ ℓapw
1q). Finally, we haveÿ
wPWδ
xµTgw “
ÿ
wPWδ
xµTw1Tg “
ÿ
wPWδ
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwqxµTg “ rAs
!
cxµTg, (3.1.12)
where the second equality follows from Lemma 3.1.1, while the third equality follows from Lemma 2.3.1.
The rest follows by the definition eApxνq “ xµTgTDδXWν . 
3.2. Multiplication formulas Dδ XWµ.
Lemma 3.2.1. Fix B “ κpλ,1, µq, A “ κpµ, g, νq and let δ “ δpBq. Let yw be the shortest double coset
representative for WλwgWν , and set A
w “ κpλ, yw, νq. Then
eBeA “
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
rAws!c
rAs!c
pu2qℓcpwq`ℓcpgq´ℓcpy
wqpv2qℓapwq`ℓapgq´ℓapy
wqeAw . (3.2.1)
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.3 and (3.1.5) (which implies eBpxµq “ xλTDδXWµ) we see that
eBeApxνq “ eB
´ 1
rAs!c
xµTgxν
¯
“
1
rAs!c
eBpxµqTgxν “
1
rAs!c
xλTDδXWµTgxν . (3.2.2)
Since g P Dµν Ă Dµ, so TwTg “ Twg for all w P Dδ X Wµ Ă Wµ. For w P Dδ X Wµ, there exists
wλ PWλ, wν PWν such that wg “ wλy
wwν . Moreover, we have
ℓpwgq “ ℓpwq ` ℓpgq “ ℓpwλq ` ℓpy
wq ` ℓpwνq. (3.2.3)
Thus, we have
xλTwgxν “ xλTwλTywTwνxν “ pu
2qℓcpwλq`ℓcpwνqpv2qℓapwλq`ℓapwνqxλTywxν . (3.2.4)
Combining the (3.2.2), (3.2.4) and applying Lemma 3.1.3 on xλTywxν , we have
eBeApxνq “
1
rAs!c
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
xλTwgxν “
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
rAws!c
rAs!c
pu2qℓcpwgq´ℓcpy
wqpv2qℓapwgq´ℓapy
wqeAwpxνq. (3.2.5)
The lemma follows from (3.2.3). 
Proposition 3.2.2. Suppose that A,B,C P Ξn,d and h P r1, ns.
(1) If B ´ bEθh,h´1 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
kăl tlah,k
nź
l“´n
„
ah,l ` tl
tl

e qAt,h , (3.2.6)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ b such that
#
ti ď ah´1,i if h ą 1;
ti ` t´i ď ah´1,i if h “ 1,
and
qAt,h “ A` nÿ
l“´n
tlE
θ
h,l ´
nÿ
l“´n
tlE
θ
h´1,l.
(2) Suppose C ´ cEθh´1,h is diagonal and colpCq “ rowpAq. If h ‰ 1, then
eCeA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
kąl tlah´1,k
nź
l“´n
„
ah´1,l ` tl
tl

e pAt,h , (3.2.7)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď ah,i, and
pAt,h “ A´ nÿ
l“´n
tlE
θ
h,l `
nÿ
l“´n
tlE
θ
h´1,l.
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If h “ 1, then
eCeA “
ÿ
t
u2
ř
lă0 tlv2
ř
kąl a0,ktl`2
ř
lăkă´l tltk`
ř
lă0 tlptl´3q
ra60,0 ` t0s
!
c
ra60,0s
!
crt0s!
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
e pAt,1 , (3.2.8)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď a1,i.
Proof. For Part (1), we only present the proof for the most complicated case h “ 1. Let δ “ δpBq and
take any t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N as in the assumptions. Among those w P Dδ XWµ such that A
w “ qAt,1,
there is a unique shortest element wt with
ℓpwtq “
ÿ
kąl
pa0,k ´ tkqtl ´
ÿ
lăkă´l
tltk ´
1
2
ÿ
lă0
tlptl ´ 1q. (3.2.9)
In particular, we have
ℓcpwtq “
ÿ
lă0
tl, ℓapwtq “
ÿ
kąl
pa0,k ´ tkqtl ´
ÿ
lăkă´l
tltk ´
1
2
ÿ
lă0
tlptl ` 1q. (3.2.10)
By a combinatorial argument, we calculate thatÿ
wPDδXWµ,
Aw“ qAt,1
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ u2ℓcpwtqv2ℓapwtq
˜ ÿ
x`y“t0
„
a
6
00
x
„
a
6
00 ´ x
y

u2xpv2q
xpx´1q
2
`xpa600´t0q
¸
nź
l“1
„
a0l
tl
„
a0l ´ tl
t´l

.
Note thatÿ
x`y“t0
„
a
6
0,0
x
„
a
6
0,0 ´ x
y

u2xpv2q
xpx´1q
2
`xpa
6
0,0´t0q
“
„
a
6
0,0
t0
 t0ÿ
x“0
„
t0
x

vxpx´1qpuva
6
0,0´t0q2x
p♦q
“
„
a
6
0,0
t0
 t0ź
i“1
p1` v2pi´1qu2v2pa
6
0,0´t0qq “
ra60,0s
!
c
ra60,0 ´ t0s
!
crt0s!
,
where (♦) is due to the quantum binomial theorem
řm
x“0
“
m
x
‰
vxpx´1qzx “
śm´1
i“0 p1` v
2izq. Thereforeÿ
wPDδXWµ,Aw“ qAt,1
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ u2ℓcpwtqv2ℓapwtq
ra60,0s
!
c
ra60,0 ´ t0s
!
crt0s!
nź
l“1
„
a0,l
tl
„
a0,l ´ tl
t´l

. (3.2.11)
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that
ℓcpAq ´ ℓcp qAt,1q “ ´ÿ
lă0
tl (3.2.12)
ℓapAq ´ ℓap qAt,1q “ ÿ
kăl
tla1,k ´
ÿ
kąl
pa0,k ´ tkqtl `
ÿ
lăkă´l
tltk `
1
2
ÿ
lă0
tlptl ` 1q. (3.2.13)
Part (1) then follows from combining (3.2.1), (3.2.10)–(3.2.13). For Part (2), we only present a proof
for the most complicated case that h “ 1. Let δ “ δpCq and take any t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N as in the
assumptions. Among those w P Dδ XWµ such that A
w “ pAt,1, there is a shortest element wt with
ℓcpwtq “ 0 and ℓapwtq “
ÿ
kăl
tlpa1,k ´ tkq. (3.2.14)
Direct computation yields to the following identities:
ÿ
wPDδXWµ,
Aw“ pAt,1
u2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwq “ u2ℓcpwtqv2ℓapwtq
nź
l“´n
„
a1,l
tl

“ v2
ř
kăl tlpa1,k´tkq
nź
l“´n
„
a1,l
tl

, (3.2.15)
ℓcpAq ´ ℓcp pAt,1q “ÿ
lă0
tl, (3.2.16)
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ℓapAq ´ ℓap pAt,1q “ ÿ
kąl
a0,ktl ´
ÿ
kăl
tlpa1,k ´ tkq `
ÿ
lăkă´l
tltk `
1
2
ÿ
lă0
tlptl ´ 3q. (3.2.17)
Part (2) then follows from combining (3.2.1), (3.2.14)–(3.2.17). 
Remark 3.2.3. These explicit formulas match the ones in [BKLW18] (resp. the unsigned ones in [FL15])
if we specialize u “ v (resp. u “ 1).
4. Canonical bases
4.1. The bar involution. There is an A-algebra involution ¯ : H Ñ H, which sends u ÞÑ u´1, v ÞÑ
v´1, Tw ÞÑ T
´1
w´1
, for all w PW . In particular, we have, for s P S ´ ts0u,
Ts “ v
´2Ts ` v
´2 ´ 1, Ts0 “ u
´2Ts0 ` u
´2 ´ 1. (4.1.1)
For λ, µ P Λn,d (see (2.1.8)), let g
`
λµ be the longest element in the double coset WλgWµ for g P Dλµ,
and let wµ˝ “ 1
`
µµ be the longest element in the parabolic subgroup Wµ “ Wµ1Wµ. The lemma below is
standard (cf. [DDPW08, Corollary 4.19]).
Lemma 4.1.1. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq, δ “ δpAq. Then:
paq g`λµ “ w
λ
˝gw
δ
˝w
µ
˝ , and ℓpg
`
λµq “ ℓpw
λ
˝ q ` ℓpgq ´ ℓpw
δ
˝q ` ℓpw
µ
˝ q.
pbq WλgWµ “ tw P W | g ď w ď g
`
λµu.
Following [KL79], denote by tC 1wu the Kazhdan-Lusztig Zrv, v
´1s-basis of the Hecke algebra H|u“v
characterized by Conditions (C1)–(C2) below:
(C1) C 1w is bar-invariant;
(C2) C 1w “ v
´ℓpwq
ř
yďw PywpvqTy .
Here ď is the (strong) Bruhat order, and Pyw is the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial satisfying that Pww “ 1
and Pyw P Zrv
2s with degv Pyw ď ℓpwq ´ ℓpyq ´ 1 for y ă w. Recall T
g
λµ from (3.1.4) and denote
C
g
λµ “ C
1
g`
λµ
pg P Dλµ, λ, µ P Λn,dq. (4.1.2)
Following [Cur85], let Hλµ be the Zrv, v
´1s-submodule of H|u“v with basis tT
g
λµugPDλµ . It is shown in
loc. cit. that tCgλµugPDλµ also forms a bar-invariant basis of Hλµ.
It is shown in [Lu03, §5] that, for any weight function L : W Ñ N, there exists a bar-invariant basis
tCLwu (referred as cw therein) at the specialization u “ v
Lps0q, v “ vLps1q, given by
CLw “ u
´ℓcpwqv´ℓapwq
ÿ
yďw
py,wpvq Ty|u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q , (4.1.3)
where py,wpvq is an analogue of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial. For λ, µ P Λn,d, let Hλµ be the Zru
˘2, v˘2s-
submodule of H with basis tT gλµugPDλµ . It follows from [CIK72, Lemma 2.10] and Lemma 3.1.1 that Hλµ
can be characterized as below:
Hλµ “
"
h P H
ˇˇˇˇ
Twh “ u
2ℓcpwqv2ℓapwqh, p@w P Wλq,
hTw1 “ u
2ℓcpw1qv2ℓapw
1qh, p@w1 PWµq
*
. (4.1.4)
Below we show that the bar involution is closed on Hλµ although lacking of bar-invariant basis.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq. Then T gλµ P Hλµ. In particular,
T
g
λµ P u
´2ℓcpg
`
λµ
q
v
´2ℓapg
`
λµ
q
T
g
λµ `
ÿ
yPDλµ
yăg
Zru˘2, v˘2sT yλµ. (4.1.5)
Moreover, u´ℓcpw
µ
˝ qv´ℓapw
µ
˝ qxµ is bar-invariant.
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Proof. First, we show that xν P Axν for all ν P Λn,d via bar-invariant basis C
L
w . Let H
L
λµ be the
specialization of Hλµ at u “ v
Lps0q, v “ vLps1q. From (4.1.4), a direct calculation shows that CLwν˝ P H
L
νν
and hence
CLwν˝ “ u
´ℓcpwν˝ qv´ℓapw
ν
˝ q
ÿ
yďwν˝
py,wν˝ Ty|u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q P
ÿ
gPDνν
Zpv˘Lps0q,v˘Lps1qq T gνν |u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q .
(4.1.6)
Upon comparing coefficients, we obtain
CLwν˝ “ u
´ℓcpwν˝ qv´ℓapw
ν
˝ q T 1νν
ˇˇ
u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q
. (4.1.7)
Note that xν “ T
1
νν . Hence, for any weight function L, we have
pxν ´ u
´2ℓcpwν˝ qv´2ℓapw
ν
˝ qxνq
ˇˇˇ
u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q
“ 0. (4.1.8)
Therefore xν “ u
´2ℓcpwν˝ qv´2ℓapw
ν
˝ qxν . We now show that T
g
λµ P Hλµ. By Lemma 3.1.3, we have T
g
λµ P
Zru˘2, v˘2sxλTgxµ, and hence
T
g
λµ P Zru
˘2, v˘2sxλTgxµ “
ÿ
zďg
Zru˘2, v˘2sxλTzxµ. (4.1.9)
Similar to (3.2.3), we have xλTzxµ P Zru
˘2, v˘2sxλTyxµ for some y P Dλµ such that y ď z. Finally, we
have T gλµ P
ř
yPDλµ
Zru˘2, v˘2sxλTyxµ Ď Hλµ. The leading coefficient is obtained by a lengthy calculation
which we omit. 
The bar involution¯on Sn,d is defined as follows: for each f P HomHpxµH, xλHq, let f P HomHpxµH, xλHq
be the H-linear map which sends xµ to fpxµq.
4.2. A standard basis in Sn,d. We define, for A P Ξn,d, the (truncated) generalized length functions of
A by
pℓpAq “ 1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPIc
´ ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy
˙
, pℓcpAq “ 1
2
´ ÿ
0ďx
0ąy
`
ÿ
0ěx
0ăy
¯
axy, (4.2.1)
pℓapAq “ pℓpAq ´ pℓcpAq “ 1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPIc
´ ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
66
ijaxy
˙
, (4.2.2)
where a6600 “
1
2
pa00´ 3q and a
66
ij “ aij if pi, jq P Ia. We shall see in Proposition 4.2.2 that
pℓapAq, pℓcpAq P N.
Remark 4.2.1. The function pℓ counts the dimension of the generalized Schubert variety associated to
the matrix A (cf. [FL3Wb, Appendix A]), and is equal to the length of A when A is a permutation matrix
(that is when the associated variety is a genuine Schubert variety).
Set
rAs “ u´
pℓcpAqv´pℓapAqeA. (4.2.3)
The set trAs | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S

n,d, which we call the standard basis. For A P Ξn, we let
σijpAq “
ÿ
xďi,yěj
axy. (4.2.4)
Now we define a partial order ďalg on Ξn by letting, for A,B P Ξn,
A ďalg B ô rowpAq “ rowpBq, colpAq “ colpBq, and σijpAq ď σijpBq,@i ă j. (4.2.5)
We denote A ăalg B if A ďalg B and A ‰ B.
Proposition 4.2.2. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d. Then we have rAs P rAs `
ř
BăalgA
ArBs.
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Proof. By the finite type analogue of [FL3Wb, Proposition 5.3], we havepℓcpAq “ ℓcpg`λµq ´ ℓcpwµ˝ q, pℓapAq “ ℓapg`λµq ´ ℓapwµ˝ q. (4.2.6)
Hence,
rAspu´ℓcpw
µ
˝ qv´ℓapw
µ
˝ qxµq “ u
´ℓcpg
`
λµ
q
v
´ℓapg
`
λµ
q
T
g
λµ. (4.2.7)
Thus, by Lemma 4.1.2, the map rAs is determined by
rAspu´ℓcpw
µ
˝ qv´ℓapw
µ
˝ qxµq “ u
ℓcpg
`
λµ
q
v
ℓapg
`
λµ
q
T
g
λµ P u
´ℓcpg
`
λµ
q
v
´ℓapg
`
λµ
q
T
g
λµ `
ÿ
yăg
AT
y
λµ. (4.2.8)
We note that rκpλ, y, µqspxµq P AT
y
λµ. An induction on ℓpgq shows that
rAs P rAs `
ÿ
yPDλµ,yăg
A rκpλ, y, µqs. (4.2.9)
A finite type analogue of [FL3Wb, Corollary 5.5] shows that κpλ, y, µq ăalg A if y ă g. We conclude the
statement. 
Let us reformulate the multiplication formula for Sn,d (Proposition 3.2.2) in terms of the standard
basis.
Theorem 4.2.3. Suppose that A,B,C P Ξn,d and h P r1, ns.
(1) If B ´ bEθh,h´1 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, then
rBsrAs “
ÿ
t
u´δh,1
ř
lą0 tlvβptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah,l ` tl
tl

r qAt,hs, (4.2.10)
where t is summed over as in Propsition 3.2.2 (1), and
βptq “
ÿ
kďl
tlah,k ´
ÿ
kăl
tlpah´1,k ´ tkq ` δh,1p
ÿ
´lăkăl
tltk `
ÿ
lą0
tlptl ` 3q
2
q. (4.2.11)
(2) Suppose C ´ cEθh´1,h is diagonal and colpCq “ rowpAq. If h ‰ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
vβ
1ptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah´1,l ` tl
tl

r pAt,hs, (4.2.12)
where t is summed over as in Propsition 3.2.2 (2), and
β1ptq “
ÿ
kěl
tlah´1,k ´
ÿ
kąl
tlpah,k ´ tkq. (4.2.13)
If h “ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
u
ř
lď0 tlvβ
2ptq
˜
ra60,0 ` t0s
!
c
ra60,0s
!
crt0s!
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
¸
r pAt,1s, (4.2.14)
where
β2ptq “
ÿ
kěl
tla0,k ´
ÿ
kąl
tlpa1,k ´ tkq `
ÿ
lăkď´l
tltk `
ÿ
lď0
tlptl ´ 3q
2
. (4.2.15)
Proof. For Part (1), by Proposition 3.2.2, we have
rBsrAs “
ÿ
t
u
pℓcp qAt,hq´pℓcpAq´pℓcpBqvpℓap qAt,hq´pℓapAq´pℓapBq`2řkăl tlah,k`2řl tlah,l nź
l“´n
„
ah,l ` tl
tl

r qAt,hs.
Part (1) concludes by combining the following identities via direct computation:pℓcpBq “ 0, pℓapBq “ bbh,h “ÿ
l,k
tlah,k, pℓcp qAt,hq ´ pℓcpAq “ ´δh,1ÿ
lą0
tl,
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pℓap qAt,hq ´ pℓapAq “ ÿ
kąl
tlah,k ´
ÿ
kăl
tlpah´1,k ´ tkq ` δh,1p
ÿ
´lăkăl
tltk `
ÿ
lą0
tlptl ` 3q
2
q.
For Part (2), we only present the most complicated case that h “ 1. A direct computation shows that
ra60,0 ` t0s
!
c
ra60,0s
!
crt0s!
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
“ u2t0v
ř
lp2a0,ltl`tlt´lq´3t0
˜
ra60,0 ` t0s
!
c
ra60,0s
!
crt0s!
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
¸
. (4.2.16)
Part (2) follows from combining (4.2.16) and the calculation below:
pℓcpCq “ c “ÿ
l
tl, pℓapCq “ÿ
l,k
tla0,k `
cpc´ 3q
2
, pℓcp pAt,1q ´ pℓcpAq “ ÿ
lą0
tl,
pℓap pAt,1q ´ pℓapAq “ ÿ
kăl
tla0,k ´
ÿ
lăk
tlpa1,k ´ tkq ` p
ÿ
´lăkăl
tltk `
ÿ
lą0
tlptl ´ 3q
2
q.

4.3. A monomial basis in Sn,d. Thanks to Remark 3.2.3, we can use results in [BKLW18] freely when
we specialize u “ v. For A P Ξn,d, we can use the algorithm in [BKLW18, Theorem 3.10] with the
fixed order therein to produce a unique family of Chevalley matrices tAp1q, . . . , Apxqu in Ξn,d for some
x “ xpAq P N. At the specialization u “ v, a unitriangular relation is satisfied:
rAp1qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs
ˇˇˇ
u“v
“ rAs `
ř
BăalgA
ArBs|u“v . (4.3.1)
Denote the product of the corresponding elements in Sn,d by
mA “ rA
p1qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs P Sn,d. (4.3.2)
Let I be the identity matrix. Since the algorithm in [BKLW18, Theorem 3.10] produces matrices
Ap1q, . . . , Apxq according to mainly the off-diagonal matrices of A and then determine the diagonal entries
of these Apiq by the row and column sums, we have that xpAq “ xpA ` pIq and pA ` pIqpiq “ Apiq ` pI
for all p P 2N, i.e.,
mA`pI “ rA
p1q ` pIs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxq ` pIs. (4.3.3)
Proposition 4.3.1. For A P Ξn,d the element mA P S

n,d has the following property:
mA “ rAs `
ÿ
BăalgA
ArBs. (4.3.4)
Moreover, tmAuAPΞn,d form a basis of S

n,d, which we call the monomial basis.
Proof. A direct proof can be pursued using the multiplication formulas (Proposition 4.2.3), similar to
the proofs of [BKLW18, Theorem 3.10] and [FL15, Theorem 4.6.3]. Here we offer a simpler proof by
combining [BKLW18, Theorem 3.10] and [FL15, Theorem 4.6.3] as below: now
mA “ u
αpAqvβpAqrAs `
ÿ
BăalgA
ArBs, for some αpAq, βpAq P N
It follows from [BKLW18, Theorem 3.10] (resp. [FL15, Theorem 4.6.3]) that vαpAqvβpAq “ 1 (resp.
1αpAqvβpAq “ 1), which forces that uαpAqvβpAq “ 1 and hence (4.3.4) holds. Hence the transition matrix
from tmA | A P Ξn,du to the standard basis trAs | A P Ξn,du is unital triangular. Therefore tmA | A P Ξn,du
form a basis of Sn,d. 
Remark 4.3.2. The monomial basis acts as an intermediate step toward constructing canonical basis in
the one-parameter case. Moreover, the two-parameter stabilization procedure is made possible thanks to
the property (4.3.3) of monomial basis.
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4.4. The canonical basis at the specialization. For any weight function L, let c “ gcdpLps0q,Lps1qq.
We show that the specialization of Sn,d at u “ v
Lps0q, v “ vLps1q admits canonical basis with respect to
vc. For A P Ξn,d, let rAs
L (and mLA, resp.) be the standard basis (and monomial basis, resp.) of the
specialization of Sn,d at u “ v
Lps0q, v “ vLps1q. It follows from (4.2.9) and (4.3.4) that the following
unitriangular relations hold:
rAsL P rAsL `
ÿ
BăalgA
Zrvc,v´csrBsL, (4.4.1)
mLA “ m
L
A P rAs
L `
ÿ
BăalgA
Zrvc,v´csrBsL. (4.4.2)
If A is diagonal, set tAuL “ rAsL. Arguing inductively on the partial order ďalg and using a standard
argument (cf. [Lu93, 24.2.1]) there exists a unique element tAuL P Sn,d such that
tAuL “ tAuL P rAsL `
ÿ
BăalgA
v´cZrv´csrBsL. (4.4.3)
Let S,Ln,d be the specialization of S

n,d at u “ v
Lps0q, v “ vLps1q.
Theorem 4.4.1. There exists a canonical basis ttAuL | A P Ξn,du for S
,L
n,d, which is characterized by the
property (4.4.3).
5. Stabilization algebra 9Kn
In this section, we shall establish a stabilization property for the family of Schur algebras Sn,d as d
varies, which leads to a quantum algebra 9Kn.
5.1. A BLM-type stabilization. Let
rΞn “ "paijq´nďi,jďn P MatNˆN pZqˇˇˇˇ a´i,´j “ aijp@i, jq,axy P Np@x ‰ yq, a00 P 2Z` 1
*
. (5.1.1)
Extending the partial ordering ďalg for Ξn, we define a partial ordering ďalg on rΞn using the same recipe
(4.2.5). For each A P rΞn and p P 2N, we write
pA “ A` pI P rΞn. (5.1.2)
Then pA P Ξn for even p " 0. Let π be an indeterminate (independent of u, v), and R1 be the subring of
Qpu, vqrπ, π´1s generated by, for a P Z, k P Zą0,
r
p1q
a,k, r
p2q
a,k, v
a, and ua, (5.1.3)
where
r
p1q
a,kpu, v, πq “
kź
i“1
v´2pa´iqπ2 ´ 1
v´2i ´ 1
, (5.1.4)
r
p2q
a,kpu, v, πq “
kź
i“1
pu´2v´2pa´1´iqπ ` 1qpv´2pa´iqπ ´ 1q
v´2i ´ 1
. (5.1.5)
Let R2 be the subring of Qpu, vqrπ, π
´1s generated by, for a P Z, k P Zą0,
r
p1q
a,k, r
p1q
a,k, r
p2q
a,k, r
p2q
a,k, v
a, and ua. (5.1.6)
We extend the bar-involution to R2 by requiring π “ π
´1.
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Proposition 5.1.1. Let A1, . . . , Af P rΞn be such that colpAiq “ rowpAi`1q for all i. Then there exists
matrices Z1, . . . , Zm P rΞn and ζipu, v, πq P R1 such that for even integer p " 0,
rpA1srpA2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rpAf s “
mÿ
i“1
ζipu, v, v
´pqrpZis. (5.1.7)
Proof. We assume first that f “ 2 and A1 is such that A1 ´ bE
θ
h,h´1 is diagonal for some h P r1, ns and
some b ě 0. Let A2 “ A “ paijq. For each t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N , we define
ζtpu, v, πq “ u
´δh,1
ř
lą0 tlvβptq
ź
h‰lPr´n,ns
„
ah,l ` tl
tl
 thź
i“1
v´2pah,h`th´i`1qπ2 ´ 1
v´2i ´ 1
P R1
where βptq is defined in (4.2.11). Though βptq depends on A, it is invariant if A is replaced by pA.
Therefore we have the following formula for large enough even p by (4.2.10):
rpA1srpAs “
ÿ
t
ζtpu, v, v
´pqrp qAt,hs.
The statement holds in this case.
We next assume that f “ 2 and A1 is such that A1 ´ cE
θ
h´1,h is diagonal for some h P r1, ns and some
c ě 0. Let A2 “ A “ paijq. Recall β
1ptq and β2ptq in (4.2.13) and (4.2.15), respectively. If h ‰ 1, for each
t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N , we define
ζtpu, v, πq “ v
β1ptq
ź
h´1‰lPr´n,ns
„
ah´1,l ` tl
tl
 thź
i“1
v´2pah´1,h´1`th´1´i`1qπ2 ´ 1
v´2i ´ 1
P R1;
If h “ 1, we define
ζtpu, v, πq “u
ř
lď0 tlvβ
2ptq
˜
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
¸
¨
t0ź
i“1
pu´2v´2pa
6
00`t0´1´iqπ ` 1qpv´2pa
6
00`t0´iqπ ´ 1q
v´2i ´ 1
P R1.
It is clear that both β1ptq and β2ptq are invariant if A is replaced by pA. Therefore the following formula
holds for large enough even p by (4.2.12):
rpA1srpAs “
ÿ
t
ζtpu, v, v
´pqrp pAt,hs.
Hence the proposition is verified in the present case.
Using induction on f , we know that the proposition holds for general f in the case where A1, . . . , Af
are Chevalley matrices (i.e. of one of the two types considered above). It follows from (4.3.2) and (4.3.4)
that for any A P Ξn,d, there exists Chevalley matrices B1, B2, . . . , BM such that
rB1srB2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rBM s “ rAs ` lower terms.
Then we can prove the proposition by using induction on ΨpAq “
ř
iăj σijpAq. We omit the subsequent
argument here since it is totally as the same as those for [BLM90, Proposition 4.2]. 
By an argument identical with [BLM90, Proposition 4.3], we obtain below the stabilization of bar
involution by allowing extra coefficients as seen in (5.1.6).
Proposition 5.1.2. For any A P rΞn, there exist matrices T1, . . . , Ts P rΞn and τipu, v, πq P R2 such that,
for even integer p " 0,
rpAs “
sÿ
i“1
τipu, v, v
´pqrpTis. (5.1.8)
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Let 9Kn be the free A-module with an A-basis given by the symbols rAs for A P rΞn (which will be called
a standard basis of 9Kn). By Propositions 5.1.1–5.1.2 and applying a specialization at π “ 1 (note that
ζipu, v, 1q P A), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.1.3. There is a unique associative A-algebra structure on 9Kn with multiplication given by
rA1srA2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rAf s “
#řm
i“1 ζipu, v, 1qrZis if colpAiq “ rowpAi`1q for all i,
0 otherwise.
Moreover, the map¯: 9Kn Ñ 9K

n given by rAs “
řs
i“1 τipu, v, 1qrTis is an A-linear involution.
The following multiplication formula in 9Kn follows directly from Theorem 4.2.3 by the stabilization
construction.
Proposition 5.1.4. Let A,B,C P rΞn and h P r1, ns.
(1) If B ´ bEθh,h´1 is diagonal and colpBq “ rowpAq, then
rBsrAs “
ÿ
t
u´δh,1
ř
lą0 tlvβptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah,l ` tl
tl

r qAt,hs, (5.1.9)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ b such that"
ti ď ah´1,i if i` 1 ‰ h ą 1;
ti ` t´i ď a0,i if h “ 1, i ‰ 0,
(2) Suppose C ´ cEθh´1,h is diagonal and colpCq “ rowpAq.
If h ‰ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
vβ
1ptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah´1,l ` tl
tl

r pAt,hs, (5.1.10)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď ah,i if i ‰ h.
If h “ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
u
ř
lď0 tlvβ
2ptq
¨˚
˝
śa600`t0
k“a600`1
rkspu2v2pk´1q ` 1qśt0
k“1rks
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
‹˛‚r pAt,1s, (5.1.11)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď a1,i if i ‰ 1.
5.2. Monomial and canonical bases for 9Kn. The proposition below follows from Proposition 4.3.1
by the stabilization construction.
Proposition 5.2.1. For any A P rΞn, there exist Chevalley matrices Ap1q, . . . , Apxq in rΞn satisfying
rowpAp1qq “ rowpAq, colpApxqq “ colpAq, colpApiqq “ rowpApi`1qq for 1 ď i ď x´ 1
rAp1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs P rAs `
ÿ
BăalgA
ArBs P 9Kn. (5.2.1)
By abuse of notation, we denote the product in 9Kn by
mA “ rA
p1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs P 9Kn. (5.2.2)
Hence tmA | A P rΞnu forms a basis for 9Kn (called a monomial basis). Similar to Section 4.4, we define, by
abuse of notation, elements rAsL,mLA, tAu
L to be the according basis elements of 9Kn at the specialization
u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q.
Theorem 5.2.2. There exists a canonical basis 9B “ ttAuL | A P Ξn,du for 9K

n at the specialization
u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q, which is characterized by the property (4.4.3).
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6. A different stabilization algebra 9Kın
In this section we formulate a variant of Schur algebras and their corresponding stabilization algebras.
We construct the distinguished bases of these algebras. Recall N “ 2n` 1.
6.1. ı-Schur algebras. Recall Ξn,d from (2.2.2). Let
Ξı “ tA P Ξn,d | rowpAq0 “ 1 “ colpAq0u. (6.1.1)
Recall Λn,d (2.1.8). Let
Λın,d “ tλ “ pλn, . . . , λ1, 1, λ1, . . . , λnq P Λn,du.
The lemma below is the ı-analog of Lemma 2.2.1, which follows by a similar argument.
Lemma 6.1.1. The map κı :
Ů
λ,µPΛı
n,d
tλu ˆ Dλµ ˆ tµu ÝÑ Ξ
ı sending pλ, g, µq to p|Rλi X gR
µ
j |q is a
bijection.
Now we define the ı-Schur algebra as
Sın,d “ EndH
`
‘
λPΛın,d
xλH
˘
. (6.1.2)
By definition the algebra Sın,d is naturally a subalgebra of S

n,d. Moreover, both teA | A P Ξ
ıu and
trAs | A P Ξıu are bases of Sın,d as a free A-module.
6.2. Monomial and canonical bases for Sın,d.
Proposition 6.2.1. For each A P Ξı, we have mA P S
ı
n,d. Hence the set tmA | A P Ξ
ıu forms an A-basis
of Sın,d. Furthermore, we have mA P rAs `
ř
BPΞı,BăalgA
ArBs.
Proof. It follows from [BKLW18, Proposition 5.6] thanks to Remark 3.2.3. 
Theorem 6.2.2. At the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ v
Lps1q, there is a canonical basis B
ı
n,d “
ttAuL | A P Ξıu of Sın,d such that tAu
L “ tAuL and tAuL P rAsL `
ř
BPΞı,BăalgA
v´cZrv´csrBsL.
Moreover, we have Bın,d “ B

n,d X S
ı
n,d.
Proof. The first half statement on the canonical basis follows by Proposition 6.2.1 and a standard argu-
ment (cf. [Lu93, 24.2.1]). The second half statement follows from the uniqueness characterization of the
canonical basis Bın,d. 
6.3. Stabilization algebra of type ı. We define two subsets of rΞn (5.1.1) as follows:rΞăn “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | a00 ă 0u, rΞąn “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | a00 ą 0u. (6.3.1)
For any matrix A P rΞn and p P 2N, we define
p˘A “ A` ppI ´ E
00q. (6.3.2)
Lemma 6.3.1. For A1, A2, . . . , Af P rΞąn , there exists Zi P rΞąn and ζ ıipu, v, πq P R1 such that for all even
integers p " 0, we have an identity in Sn,d of the form:
rp˘A1srp˘A2s . . . rp˘Af s “
mÿ
i“1
ζ ıipu, v, v
´pqrp˘Zis.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1.1 where pA “ A`pI is used instead of p˘A. 
Consequently, the vector space 9Kąn over A spanned by the symbols rAs, for A P
rΞąn , is a stabilization
algebra whose multiplicative structure is given by (with f “ 2; associativity follows from f “ 3):
rA1srA2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rAf s “
$&%
mř
i“1
ζ ıipu, v, 1qrZis if colpAiq “ rowpAi`1q @i,
0 otherwise.
(6.3.3)
Precisely, we have the following multiplication formulas for Chevalley generators in 9Kąn .
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Proposition 6.3.2. Let A,B,C P rΞąn and h P r1, ns.
(1) If B ´ bEθh,h´1 is diagonal and colpBq “ rowpAq, then
rBsrAs “
ÿ
t
u´δh,1
ř
lą0 tlvβptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah,l ` tl
tl

r qAt,hs, (6.3.4)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ b such that"
ti ď ah´1,i if i` 1 ‰ h ą 1;
ti ` t´i ď a0,i if h “ 1,@i,
(2) Suppose C ´ cEθh´1,h is diagonal and colpCq “ rowpAq.
If h ‰ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
vβ
1ptq
nź
l“´n
„
ah´1,l ` tl
tl

r pAt,hs, (6.3.5)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď ah,i if i ‰ h.
If h “ 1 then
rCsrAs “
ÿ
t
u
ř
lď0 tlvβ
2ptq
¨˚
˝
śa600`t0
k“a600`1
rkspu2v2pk´1q ` 1qśt0
k“1rks
nź
l“1
ra0,l ` tl ` t´ls!
ra0,ls!rtls!rt´ls!
‹˛‚r pAt,1s, (6.3.6)
where t “ ptiq´nďiďn P N
N with
řn
i“´n ti “ c such that ti ď a1,i if i ‰ 1.
By arguments entirely analogous to those for Corollary 5.1.3 and Theorem 5.2.2, 9Kąn admits a (stabi-
lizing) bar involution, 9Kąn admits a monomial basis tmA | A P
rΞąn u, and a canonical basis 9B,ą. Let 9Kın
be the A-submodule of 9Kąn generated by trAs | A P rΞıu, whererΞı “ tA P rΞąn | colpAq0 “ rowpAq0 “ 1u. (6.3.7)
The goal of this subsection is to realize 9Kın as a subquotient of
9K

n with compatible bases by following
[BKLW18, Appendix A]. It follows from (6.3.7) that 9Kın is a subalgebra of
9Kąn . Since the bar-involution
on 9Kąn restricts to an involution on
9Kın, we reach the following conclusion.
Lemma 6.3.3. The set 9Kın X
9B,ą forms a canonical basis of 9Kın.
The submodule of 9Kn spanned by rAs for A P rΞı is not a subalgebra. This is why we need a somewhat
different stabilization above to construct the canonical basis for 9Kın. We shall see below the stabilization
above is related to the stabilization used earlier. Define J to be the A-submodule of 9Kn spanned by rAs
for all A P rΞăn .
Lemma 6.3.4. The submodule J is a two-sided ideal of 9Kn.
Proof. We note that J is clearly invariant under the anti-involution for 9Kn below:
rAs ÞÑ u´
pℓcpAq`pℓcptAqv´pℓapAq`pℓaptAqrtAs. (6.3.8)
Hence the claim that J is a left ideal of 9Kn is equivalent to that J is a right ideal of 9K

n. We shall show
that J is a left ideal of 9Kn. To that end, it suffices to show that rBsrAs P J for arbitrary A P rΞăn and
B P rΞn such that B ´ bEh,h´1 or B ´ bEh´1,h is diagonal for some h P r1, ns and b ě 0. Thanks to the
multiplication formulas in Proposition 5.1.4, unless the case of B ´ bEθ0,1 being diagonal, the p0, 0q-entry
of the terms arising in rBsrAs never exceeds a0,0. Thus rBsrAs P J in these cases.
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Consider the case that B ´ bEθ0,1 is diagonal. Recall the formula (6.3.6). If the p0, 0q-entry a0,0 ` 2t0
of the term r pAt,1s is positive, then the coefficient of this term must be zero sinceśa600`t0
k“a600`1
rkspu2v2pk´1q ` 1qśt0
k“1rks
“ 0,
because of a600 ` 1 ď 0 ă a
6
00 ` t0. Therefore, we always have rBsrAs P J. 
Lemma 6.3.5. If A P rΞăn then mA P J.
Proof. The proof is as the same as the one of [BKLW18, Lemma A.6 (1)]. 
Recall 9Kn admits a canonical basis of 9B at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q from Theorem 5.2.2.
Theorem 6.3.6. The ideal J admits a monomial basis tmA | A P rΞăn u. Moreover, its specialization at
u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q (denoted by JL) has a canonical basis 9BX JL “ ttAuL | A P rΞăn u.
Proof. The first statement follows from the above lemma directly. Since mA “ rAs ` lower terms, we
know that JL is bar invariant. Thus JL does admit a canonical bases parameterized by A P rΞăn , which
should be 9BX JL “ ttAuL | A P rΞăn u by the uniqueness of canonical basis. 
Proposition 6.3.7. The following statements hold:
paq The quotient algebra 9Kn{J admits a monomial basis tmA ` J | A P rΞąn u.
pbq The specialization at u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q of the quotient algebra 9Kn{J admits a canonical basis
ttAuL ` JL | A P rΞąn u.
pcq The map 7 : 9Kn{JÑ 9Kąn sending rAs ` J ÞÑ rAs is an isomorphism of A-algebras, which matches
the corresponding monomial bases. It also matches the corresponding canonical bases at the spe-
cialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow directly from Theorem 6.3.6. Below we prove the Part (c). Knowing that
the map 7 is a linear isomorphism, we need to verify it is an algebraic homomorphism. Comparing the
multiplication formulas for 9Kn in Proposition 5.1.4 with the ones for 9Kąn in Proposition 6.3.2, we can see
that the structure constants with respect to the Chevalley generators for 9Kn{J are as the same as those
for 9Kąn . Therefore 7 is an algebraic homomorphism.
Since 7 matches the Chevalley generators, it matches the corresponding monomial bases. We also
obtain that 7 commutes with the bar involution. Notice that the partial orders ăalg are compatible,
hence 7 also matches the corresponding canonical bases at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q. 
We summarize Lemma 6.3.3 and Proposition 6.3.7 above as follows.
Theorem 6.3.8. As an A-algebra, 9Kın is isomorphic to a subquotient of
9K

n, with compatible standard,
monomial basis. They have compatible canonical bases at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q.
Let 9K,1n be the A-submodule of 9K

n spanned by rAs where A P rΞn with rowpAq0 “ colpAq0 “ 1. It is
clear that 9K,1n is a subalgebra of 9K

n. Let J1 “ JX 9K
,1
n , i.e.
J1 “ spanAtrAs | A P rΞn, rowpAq0 “ colpAq0 “ 1, a00 ă 0u.
Imitating the argument in [BKLW18, §A.3], we have the following.
Proposition 6.3.9.
paq The monomial basis of 9Kn restricts to the monomial basis of 9K
,1
n ; the monomial basis of 9K
,1
n
restricts to the monomial basis of J1. So does the canonical basis at the specialization u “
vLps0q, v “ vLps1q.
pbq The quotient A-subalgebra 9K,1n {J1 admits a monomial basis tmA ` J
1 | A P rΞıu. It also admits
a canonical basis ttAuL ` J1,L | A P rΞıu at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q, where
J1,L “ J1|u“vLps0q,v“vLps1q.
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pcq There is an A-algebra isomorphism 9K,1n {J1 – 9Kın, which matches the corresponding monomial
bases. It also matches the corresponding canonical basis at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “
vLps1q.
7. Quantum symmetric pairs
7.1. The quantum symmetric pair pU,Uq. We start with the quantum symmetric pairs of type
AIII/AIV without fixed points nor black nodes, associated with the following Satake diagram:
n´ 1{2 n´ 3{2
¨ ¨ ¨
1{2
´n` 1{2 ´n` 3{2
¨ ¨ ¨
´1{2
Note that we use half integers for the index set following the convention in [BW13]. Set
I2n “
 
´n` 1
2
,´n` 3
2
, . . . , n´ 1
2
(
and In “
 
1
2
, 3
2
, . . . , n ´ 1
2
(
. (7.1.1)
Let U “ Upgl2n`1q be the algebra over Qpu, vq generated by Ei, Fi, pi P I2nq and Da, pa P r´n, nsq subject
to the following relations, for i, j P I2n, a, b P r´n, ns:
DaD
´1
a “ D
´1
a Da “ 1, DaDb “ DbDa, (7.1.2)
DaEjD
´1
a “ v
δ
a,j´ 1
2
´δ
a,j` 1
2Ej , DaFjD
´1
a “ v
´δ
a,j´ 1
2
`δ
a,j` 1
2 Fj , (7.1.3)
EiFj ´ FjEi “ δi,j
Ki ´K
´1
i
v ´ v´1
, (7.1.4)
E2i Ej ` EjE
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qEiEjEi, F
2
i Fj ` FjF
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qFiFjFi, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.1.5)
EiEj “ EjEi, FiFj “ FjFi, p|i´ j| ą 1q. (7.1.6)
(Here and below Ki :“ Di´ 1
2
D´1
i` 1
2
.)
Let U “ Upgl2n`1q be the Qpu, vq-algebra with generators
ei, fi, pi P I

nq, d
˘1
a p0 ď a ď nq,
subject to the following relations, for i P In, a, b P r0, ns:
dad
´1
a “ 1 “ d
´1
a da, dadb “ dbda, (7.1.7)
d0e 1
2
d´10 “ v
2e 1
2
, d0f 1
2
d´10 “ v
´2f 1
2
, (7.1.8)
daejd
´1
a “ v
δ
a,j´ 1
2
´δ
a,j` 1
2 ej , dafjd
´1
a “ v
´δ
a,j´ 1
2
`δ
a,j` 1
2 fj, ppa, jq ‰ p0,
1
2
qq, (7.1.9)
eifj ´ fjei “ δi,j
ki ´ k
´1
i
v ´ v´1
, ppi, jq ‰ p1
2
, 1
2
qq, (7.1.10)
eiej “ ejei, fifj “ fjfi, p|i´ j| ą 1q, (7.1.11)
e2i ej ` eje
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qeiejei, f
2
i fj ` fjf
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qfifjfi, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.1.12)
e21
2
f 1
2
` f 1
2
e21
2
“ pv ` v´1q
ˆ
e 1
2
f 1
2
e 1
2
´ e 1
2
puvk 1
2
` u´1v´1k´11
2
q
˙
, (7.1.13)
f21
2
e 1
2
` e 1
2
f21
2
“ pv ` v´1q
ˆ
f 1
2
e 1
2
f 1
2
´ puvk 1
2
` u´1v´1k´11
2
qf 1
2
˙
. (7.1.14)
(Here ki “ di´ 1
2
d´1
i` 1
2
, pi ­“ 1
2
q, and k 1
2
“ v´1d0d
´1
1 .)
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It is known in [BWW18, §4.1] that there is a Qpu, vq-algebra homomorphism U Ñ U given by, for
i P In ´ t
1
2
u, and for 1 ď a ď n,
d0 ÞÑ v
´1D20, ei ÞÑ Ei ` F´iK
´1
i e 1
2
ÞÑ E 1
2
` u´1F´ 1
2
K´11
2
,
da ÞÑ DaD´a, fi ÞÑ E´i `K
´1
´i Fi, f 1
2
ÞÑ E´ 1
2
` uK´1
´ 1
2
F 1
2
.
(7.1.15)
Remark 7.1.1. The (multiparameter) quantum symmetric pairs pU,Uq in this paper are the gl-variant
of the quantum symmetric pairs in [BWW18].
7.2. Isomorphism 9U » 9Kn. Following [Lu93, §23.1], it is routine to define the modified quantum alge-
bra 9U from U. Let rΞdiagn be the set of all diagonal matrices in rΞn. Denote by λ “ diagpλ´n, λ´n`1, . . . , λnq
a diagonal matrix in rΞdiagn . For λ, λ1 P rΞdiagn , we set
λU

λ1 “ U
{
˜
nÿ
a“0
pda ´ v
λaqU `
nÿ
a“0
Upda ´ v
λ1aq
¸
. (7.2.1)
The modified quantum algebra 9U is defined by
9U “
à
λ,λ1PrΞdiagn λ
9U

λ1
. (7.2.2)
Let 1λ “ pλ,λp1q, where pλ,λ : U
 Ñ λ 9U

λ is the canonical projection. Thus the unit of U
 is replaced by a
collection of orthogonal idempotents 1λ in 9U
. It is clear that
9U “
ÿ
λPrΞdiagn
U1λ “
ÿ
λPrΞdiagn
1λU
.
For λ P rΞdiagn and i P In, we use the following short-hand notations:
λ` αi “ λ` E
θ
i´ 1
2
,i´ 1
2
´ Eθ
i` 1
2
,i` 1
2
, λ´ αi “ λ´ E
θ
i´ 1
2
,i´ 1
2
` Eθ
i` 1
2
,i` 1
2
. (7.2.3)
We also define, for r P N,
JrK “ vr ´ v´r
v ´ v´1
. (7.2.4)
A multiparameter version of [BKLW18, Proposition 4.6] gives a presentation of 9U as a Qpu, vq-algebra
generated by the symbols, for i P In, λ P rΞdiagn ,
1λ, ei1λ, 1λei, fi1λ, 1λfi,
subject to the following relations, for i, j P In, λ, µ P rΞdiagn , x, y P t1, ei, ej , fi, fju:
x1λ1µy “ δλ,µx1λy, (7.2.5)
ei1λ “ 1λ`αiei, fi1λ “ 1λ´αifi, (7.2.6)
ei1λfj “ fj1λ`αi`αjei, pi ‰ jq, (7.2.7)
peifi ´ fieiq1λ “
r
λi´ 1
2
´ λi` 1
2
z
1λ, pi ‰
1
2
q, (7.2.8)
eiej1λ “ ejei1λ, fifj1λ “ fjfi1λ, p|i´ j| ą 1q, (7.2.9)
pe2i ej ` eje
2
i q1λ “ J2K eiejei1λ, pf2i fj ` fjf2i q1λ “ J2K fifjfi1λ, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.2.10)
pJ2K e 1
2
f 1
2
e 1
2
´ e21
2
f 1
2
´ f 1
2
e21
2
q1λ “ J2K puvλ0´λ1 ` u´1v´λ0`λ1qe 1
2
1λ, (7.2.11)
pJ2K f 1
2
e 1
2
f 1
2
´ f21
2
e 1
2
´ e 1
2
f21
2
q1λ “ J2K puvλ0´λ1´3 ` u´1v´λ0`λ1`3qf 1
2
1λ. (7.2.12)
Here and below we always write x11λ1x21λ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xk1λk “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xk1λk , if the product is not zero; in this
case such λ1, λ2, . . . , λk´1 are all uniquely determined by λk.
For @i P In, λ P rΞdiagn , write
ei1λ “ rλ´ E
θ
i` 1
2
,i` 1
2
` Eθ
i´ 1
2
,i` 1
2
s P 9Kn and fi1λ “ rλ´ E
θ
i´ 1
2
,i´ 1
2
` Eθ
i` 1
2
,i´ 1
2
s P 9Kn.
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Set Q 9K

n “ Qpu, vq bA 9K

n.
Theorem 7.2.1. There is an isomorphism of Qpu, vq-algebras ℵ : 9U Ñ Q 9K

n such that, for @i P I

n, λ PrΞdiagn ,
ei1λ ÞÑ ei1λ, fi1λ ÞÑ fi1λ, 1λ ÞÑ rλs.
Proof. A direct computation using Theorem 4.2.3 shows that relations (7.2.5)-(7.2.12) also hold if we
replace ei, fi’s by ei, fi’s. Here we only present details for (7.2.11) regarding e 1
2
1λ and f 1
2
1λ as follows:
e21
2
f 1
2
1λ “ u
´2v´2λ0´λ1`4r2speλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ0,1´Eθ0,0`Eθ1,0
` rλ0 ´ 1sceλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ0,1
q,
f 1
2
e21
2
1λ “ u
´2v´2λ0´λ1`2r2speλ´2Eθ1,1`Eθ0,1`Eθ1,´1
` eλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ0,1´Eθ0,0`Eθ1,0
` rλ1 ´ 1seλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ0,1
q,
e 1
2
f 1
2
e 1
2
1λ “ u
´2v´2λ0´λ1`3peλ´2Eθ1,1`Eθ0,1`Eθ1,´1
` r2seλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ0,1´Eθ0,0`Eθ1,0
` pu2v2λ0´2 ` rλ0 ´ 1scv
2 ` rλ1sqeλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ0,1
q,
Combining the identities above, we get pJ2K e 1
2
f 1
2
e 1
2
´ e21
2
f 1
2
´ f 1
2
e21
2
q1λ “ J2K puvλ0´λ1 `u´1v´λ0`λ1qe 1
2
1λ.
That is, ℵ is indeed an algebra homomorphism.
We also know that ℵ is a linear isomorphism. The argument is almost as the same as that for the case
of specialization at u “ v, which can be found in the proof of [BKLW18, Theorem 4.7]. Therefore ℵ is
an isomorphism of Qpu, vq-algebras. 
It has been shown in [BWW18, Lemma 4.1] that there exists a unique Q-linear bar involution on U
such that u “ u´1, v “ v´1, da “ d
´1
a p0 ď a ď nq, ei “ ei, fi “ fi pi P I

nq. This bar involution on U
induces a compatible bar involution on 9U, denoted also by ´, fixing all the generators 1λ, ei1λ, fi1λ.
Note that ei1λ, fi1λ, rλs are bar invariant elements in 9K

n, which implies that the isomorphism ℵ
intertwines the bar involution on 9U and on Q 9K

n.
Set A 9U
 “ ℵ´1p 9Knq. It is an A-subalgebra of 9U. We have the following result.
Proposition 7.2.2. The integral form A 9U
 is a free A-submodule of 9U. It is stable under the bar
involution.
7.3. The quantum symmetric pair pU,Uıq. Below we formulate the counterparts of Sections 7.1–7.2.
The proofs are very similar and will often be omitted. We now work on quantum symmetric pairs of type
AIII with fixed points associated with the Satake diagram below:
n´ 1 n´ 2
¨ ¨ ¨
1
0
´n` 1 ´n` 2
¨ ¨ ¨
´1
Let U “ Upgl2nq be the algebra over Qpu, vq generated by Ei, Fi, pi P r´n ` 1, n ´ 1sq and Da, pa P
r´n` 1, nsq subject to the following relations, for i, j P r´n` 1, n ´ 1s, a, b P r´n` 1, ns:
DaD
´1
a “ D
´1
a Da “ 1, DaDb “ DbDa, (7.3.1)
DaEjD
´1
a “ v
δa,j´δa,j`1Ej , DaFjD
´1
a “ v
´δa,j`δa,j`1Fj , (7.3.2)
EiFj ´ FjEi “ δi,j
Ki ´K
´1
i
v ´ v´1
, (7.3.3)
E2i Ej ` EjE
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qEiEjEi, F
2
i Fj ` FjF
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qFiFjFi, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.3.4)
EiEj “ EjEi, FiFj “ FjFi, p|i´ j| ą 1q. (7.3.5)
(Here and below Ki :“ DiD
´1
i`1.)
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Let Uı “ Uıpgl2nq be the Qpu, vq-algebra with generators
t, ei, fi pi P r1, n ´ 1sq, d
˘1
a pa P r1, nsq,
subject to the following relations, for i, j P r1, n ´ 1s, a, b P r1, ns:
dad
´1
a “ 1 “ d
´1
a da, dadb “ dbda, (7.3.6)
datd
´1
a “ t, daejd
´1
a “ v
δa,j´δa,j`1ej , dafjd
´1
a “ v
´δa,j`δa,j`1fj, (7.3.7)
eifj ´ fjei “ δi,j
ki ´ k
´1
i
v ´ v´1
, (7.3.8)
eiej “ ejei, fifj “ fjfi, p|i´ j| ą 1q, (7.3.9)
e2i ej ` eje
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qeiejei, f
2
i fj ` fjf
2
i “ pv ` v
´1qfifjfi, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.3.10)
eit “ tei, fit “ tfi, pi ‰ 1q, (7.3.11)
t2e1 ` e1t
2 “ pv ` v´1qte1t` e1, e
2
1t` te
2
1 “ pv ` v
´1qe1te1, (7.3.12)
t2f1 ` f1t
2 “ pv ` v´1qtf1t` f1, f
2
1 t` tf
2
1 “ pv ` v
´1qf1tf1. (7.3.13)
(Here ki “ did
´1
i`1.)
It has been known in [BWW18, §2.1] that there is a Qpu, vq-algebra homomorphism Uı Ñ U given by,
for i P r1, n ´ 1s, and for a P r1, ns,
da “ DaD´a, t “ E0 ` vF0K
´1
0 `
u´u´1
v´v´1 K
´1
0 ,
ei “ Ei ` F´iK
´1
i , fi “ E´i `K
´1
´i Fi.
(7.3.14)
Remark 7.3.1. It was observed in [Le99, BWW18] that the parameter ω P Qpu, vq in the embedding
t “ E0 ` vF0K
´1
0 ` ωK
´1
0 , is irrelevant to the presentation of the algebra U
ı.
Let ırΞdiagn be the set of all diagonal matrices in rΞı. Denote by λ “ diagpλ´n, . . . , λ´1, 1, λ1, . . . , λnq
a diagonal matrix in ırΞdiagn . We define the modified algebra 9Uı similarly to the construction of 9U as
follows:
9Uı “
à
λ,λ1PırΞdiagn λ
9Uıλ1 “
ÿ
λPırΞdiagn
Uı1λ “
ÿ
λPırΞdiagn
1λU
ı,
where λU
ı
λ1 “ U
ı{
´řn
a“1pda ´ v
λaqUı `
řn
a“1 U
ıpda ´ v
λ1aq
¯
and 1λ P λU
ı
λ is the canonical projection
image of the unit of Uı.
For λ P ırΞdiagn and i P r1, n ´ 1s, we use the following short-hand notations:
λ` αi “ λ` E
θ
ii ´E
θ
i`1,i`1, λ´ αi “ λ´ E
θ
ii ` E
θ
i`1,i`1. (7.3.15)
We thus obtain a presentation of 9Uı as a Qpu, vq-algebra generated by the symbols, for i P r1, n ´ 1s, λ P
ırΞdiagn ,
1λ, t1λ, 1λt, ei1λ, 1λei, fi1λ, 1λfi,
subject to the following relations, for i, j P r1, n ´ 1s, λ, µ P ırΞdiagn , x, y P t1, ei, ej , fi, fj, tu:
x1λ1µy “ δλ,µx1λy, (7.3.16)
ei1λ “ 1λ`αiei, fi1λ “ 1λ´αifi, t1λ “ 1λt, (7.3.17)
ei1λfj “ fj1λ`αi`αjei, pi ‰ jq, (7.3.18)
peifi ´ fieiq1λ “ Jλi ´ λi`1K 1λ, (7.3.19)
eiej1λ “ ejei1λ, fifj1λ “ fjfi1λ, p|i´ j| ą 1q, (7.3.20)
pe2i ej ` eje
2
i q1λ “ J2K eiejei1λ, pf2i fj ` fjf2i q1λ “ J2K fifjfi1λ, p|i´ j| “ 1q, (7.3.21)
fit1λ “ tfi1λ, eit1λ “ tei1λ pi ‰ 1q, (7.3.22)
pt2f1 ` f1t
2q1λ “ pJ2K tf1t` f1q1λ, pf21 t` tf21 q1λ “ J2K f1tf11λ, (7.3.23)
pt2e1 ` e1t
2q1λ “ pJ2K te1t` e1q1λ, pe21t` te21q1λ “ J2K e1te11λ. (7.3.24)
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For i P r1, n ´ 1s, λ P ırΞdiagn , write
ei1λ “ rλ´ E
θ
i`1,i`1 ` E
θ
i,i`1s, fi1λ “ rλ´ E
θ
i,i ` E
θ
i`1,is,
t1λ “ rλ´ E
θ
1,1 ` E
θ
´1,1s ` v
´λ1 u´ u
´1
v ´ v´1
rλs. (7.3.25)
Set Q 9K

n “ Qpu, vq bA 9K
ı
n.
Theorem 7.3.2. There is an isomorphism of Qpu, vq-algebras ℵ : 9Uı Ñ Q 9K
ı
n such that, for all i P
r1, n ´ 1s, λ P rΞdiagn ,
t1λ ÞÑ t1λ, ei1λ ÞÑ ei1λ, fi1λ ÞÑ fi1λ, 1λ ÞÑ rλs.
Proof. By a direct computation using Theorem 4.2.3 one can show that the relations (7.3.16)-(7.3.24) for
t, ei, fi’s also hold for t, ei, fi’s. Hence ℵ is a homomorphism of Qpu, vq-algebras. Here we only present
the details for the first relation in (7.3.24) as follows. Note that as an element in 9Kąn ,
t1λ “ f0e01λ ´
u´1vλ1 ´ uv´λ1
v ´ v´1
1λ, (7.3.26)
where e01λ “ rλ´ E
θ
1,1 ` E
θ
0,1s and f01λ`Eθ0,0´Eθ1,1
“ rλ´ Eθ1,1 ` E
θ
1,0s P
9Kąn . Moreover, we have
t21λ “ J2Ku´1v´2λ1`2u´ u´1
v ´ v´1
eλ´Eθ1,1`E
θ
´1,1
`
ˆ
v´2λ1`2rλ1s ` v
´2λ1 pu´ u
´1q2
pv ´ v´1q2
˙
eλ
` u´2v´2λ1`2r2seλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ´1,1
.
Hence
e1t
21λ “ J2Ku´1v´3λ1`2u´ u´1
v ´ v´1
eλ´Eθ1,1`E
θ
´1,1´E
θ
2,2`E
θ
1,2
`
ˆ
v´3λ1`2rλ1s ` v
´3λ1 pu´ u
´1q2
pv ´ v´1q2
˙
eλ´Eθ2,2`E
θ
1,2
` u´2v´3λ1`2r2seλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ1,2
,
and
t2e11λ “ J2Ku´1v´3λ1 u´ u´1
v ´ v´1
peλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ1,2
` eλ´Eθ2,2`Eθ´1,2
q
`
ˆ
v´3λ1 rλ1 ` 1s ` v
´3λ1´2 pu´ u
´1q2
pv ´ v´1q2
˙
eλ´Eθ2,2`E
θ
1,2
` u´2v´3λ1r2speλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ1,2
` eλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ´1,2
q.
Finally, using (7.3.26) again, we compute that
te1t1λ “ J2Ku´1v´3λ1`1u´ u´1
v ´ v´1
eλ´Eθ1,1`E
θ
´1,1´E
θ
2,2`E
θ
1,2
` u´1v´3λ1
u´ u´1
v ´ v´1
eλ´Eθ2,2`E
θ
´1,2
`
ˆ
v´λ1
p1´ v´2λ1qpv ` v´1q
v ´ v´1
` v´3λ1´1
pu´ u´1q2
pv ´ v´1q2
˙
eλ´Eθ2,2`E
θ
1,2
` u´2v´3λ1`1eλ´Eθ1,1`Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ´1,2
` u´2v´3λ1`1r2seλ´2Eθ1,1`2Eθ´1,1´Eθ2,2`Eθ1,2
.
Combining the identities above, we see that indeed pt2e1 ` e1t
2q1λ “ pJ2K te1t` e1q1λ.
An argument similar to the proof of [BKLW18, Theorem A.15] also shows ℵ is a linear isomorphism.
Therefore ℵ is an isomorphism of Qpu, vq-algebras. 
Thanks to [BWW18, Lemma 2.1], we know there exists a unique Q-algebra bar involution on 9Uı such
that u “ u´1, v “ v´1, da “ d
´1
a pa P r1, nsq, ei “ ei, fi “ fi pi P r1, n ´ 1sq, t “ t. This bar involution on
Uı induces a compatible bar involution on 9Uı, denoted also by ´, fixing all the generators 1λ, ei1λ, fi1λ, t.
Set A 9U
ı “ ℵ´1p 9Kınq. It is an A-subalgebra of 9U
ı.
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Proposition 7.3.3. The integral form A 9U
ı is a free A-submodule of 9Uı. It is stable under the bar
involution.
Remark 7.3.4. Theorem 5.2.2 (resp. Theorem 6.3.6) provides a canonical basis for the modified form
of U (resp. Uı) at the specialization u “ vLps0q, v “ vLps1q. A general theory of canonical bases for
quantum symmetric pairs with parameters of arbitrary finite type was developed in [BW16].
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Appendix A. An algebraic approach to Schur algebras of type D
As we mentioned in Section 1.2, at the specialization u “ 1 the multiparameter Schur duality yields a
weak Schur duality of type D that is used in [Bao17] to formulate the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory for classical
and super type D. These algebras S‚n,d|u“1 (‚ “ ı or ), however, are not the Schur algebras introduced
in [FL15]. While bases of Schur algebras of finite type A/B/C and affine type A/C can be parametrized
by a matrix set (cf. Ξn,d in 2.2.2), for finite type D Fan and Li showed that a matrix set is not enough
– a notion of signed matrices that indexes a larger algebra is needed. From a geometric point of view,
this reflects the fact that there are two connected components for the maximal isotropic Grassmannian
associated to SOp2dq. In this appendix, we provide an algebraic approach to Fan-Li’s construction parallel
to our multiparameter results. The arguments are very similar to the multiparameter counterpart, so we
will omit the easy proofs in this appendix.
A.1. Weyl groups of type D. Fix d P N, and we set set
Jd “ t´d, . . . ,´1, 1, . . . , du. (A.1.1)
Let WD be the Weyl group of type Dd. It is known (c.f. [BB05]) that WD can be identified as a
permutation subgroup of Jd which consists of those permutations g satisfying that
#ti P Jd | i ą 0, gpiq ă 0u P 2N, gp´iq “ ´gpiq p1 ď i ď dq.
Let SD “ tς0, ς1, . . . , ςd´1u, where ς PWD are given by the following products of transpositions:
ς0 “ p1,´2qp2,´1q and ςi “ pi, i` 1qp´i´ 1,´iq for i “ 1, . . . , d.
It is also known (see [BB05, (8.18),(8.19)]) that pWD, SDq is a Coxeter group associated with the length
function as below:
Lemma A.1.1. The length of g PWD is given by
ℓpgq “ #tpi, jq P J2d | |i| ă j, gpiq ą gpjqu.
A.2. Signed compositions. Fix n P N. Recall that (2.1.8) first Λn,d is the set of weak compositions of
d into n` 1 parts. Set
Λ0 “ tλ P Λn,d | λ0 ą 0u ˆ t0u, Λ
ǫ “ tλ P Λn,d | λ0 “ 0u ˆ tǫu, pǫ “ ` or ´q. (A.2.1)
In below we abbreviate pλ, αq P Λα by λα where α P t0,`,´u. We further set
ΛD “ Λ
0 \ Λ` \ Λ´. (A.2.2)
Elements in ΛD will be called signed compositions. Recall that λ0,i “ λ0 ` λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λi for i P r0, ns, λ P
Λn,d. We define positive integer intervals associated to λ
α by
Rλ
0
i “
"
r´λ0, λ0szt0u if i “ 0;
rλ0,i´1 ` 1, λ0,is if i P r1, ns,
(A.2.3)
Rλ
`
i “
$&% H if i “ 0;r1, λ1s if i “ 1;
rλ1 ` 1, λ0,is if i P r2, ns,
Rλ
´
i “
$&% H if i “ 0;t´1, 2, . . . , λ1u if i “ 1;
rλ1 ` 1, λ0,is if i P r2, ns.
(A.2.4)
For ´n ď i ď 1, we set Rλ
α
i “ t´x|x P R
λα
´iu. We remark that the sets tR
λα
i uiPr´n,ns partition the set Jd.
For any λα P ΛD, let Wλα be the parabolic subgroup of WD generated by$&%
SDztςλ0 , ςλ0,1 , . . . , ςλ0,n´1u if α “ 0,
SDztς0, ςλ0,1 , . . . , ςλ0,n´1u if α “ `,
SDztς1, ςλ0,1 , . . . , ςλ0,n´1u if α “ ´.
(A.2.5)
Denote by StabpXq the stabilizer of Jd in WD, for any X Ă Jd.
Lemma A.2.1. For any λα P ΛD, we have Wλα “
Şn
i“0 StabpR
λα
i q.
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Denote the set of minimal length right coset representatives of Wλα in WD by
Dλα “
 
g P WD | ℓpwgq “ ℓpwq ` ℓpgq,@w PWλα
(
. (A.2.6)
Hence, the set Dλαµβ “ Dλα X D
´1
µβ
is the set of minimal length double coset representatives for
WλαzWD{Wµβ .
Lemma A.2.2. Let g PWD and λ
α P ΛD.
paq If α “ ˘, then g P Dλα if and only if g
´1 is order-preserving on Rλ
α
i , for all i P r1, ns;
pbq If α “ 0, then g P Dλα if and only if g
´1 is order-preserving on Rλ
α
i for all i P r1, ns and
g´1p´2q ă g´1p1q ă g´1p2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă g´1pλ0q.
By a similar argument for [DDPW08, Proposition 4.16, Lemma 4.17 and Theorem 4.18], we have the
following facts.
Proposition A.2.3. Let λα, µβ P ΛD and g P Dλαµβ .
paq There is a weak composition δ “ δpλα, g, µβq P Λn1,d for some n
1 such that Wδβ “ g
´1WλαgXWµβ .
pbq The map Wλα ˆ pDδ XWµβ q ÑWλαgWµβ sending px, yq to xgy is a bijection; moreover, we have
ℓpxgyq “ ℓpxq ` ℓpgq ` ℓpyq.
pcq The map pDδ XWµβ q ˆWδ Ñ Wµβ sending px, yq to xy is a bijection; moreover, we have ℓpxq `
ℓpyq “ ℓpxyq.
A.3. Schur algebras. The Hecke algebra H “ HpWDq over A “ Zrv, v
´1s is an A-algebra with basis
tTg | g P WDu satisfying that
TwTw1 “ Tww1 if ℓpww
1q “ ℓpwq ` ℓpw1q,
pTs ` 1qpTs ´ v
2q “ 0, for s P SD.
For any finite subset X ĂWD and for λ
α P ΛD , set
TX “
ÿ
wPX
Tw and xλα “ TWλα . (A.3.1)
For λα, µβ P ΛD and g P Dλαµβ , we consider a right H-linear map φ
g
λαµβ
P HomHpxµβH,Hq, sending xµβ
to TWλαgWµβ . Thanks to Proposition A.2.3 (b), we have TWλgWµ “ xλTgTDδXWµ for some δ P Λn1,d, and
hence we have constructed a right H-linear map
φ
g
λαµβ
P HomHpxµβH, xλαHq, xµβ ÞÑ TWλαgWµβ “ xλαTgTDδXWµβ . (A.3.2)
We define the Schur algebra Sn,d of type D as
Sn,d “ EndH
´
‘
λαPΛD
xλαH
¯
“
à
λα,µβPΛD
HomHpxµβH, xλαHq. (A.3.3)
Introduce the following subset of ΛD ˆWD ˆ ΛD:
Dn,d “
ğ
λα,µβPΛD
tλαu ˆDλαµβ ˆ tµ
βu. (A.3.4)
Lemma A.3.1. The set tφg
λαµβ
| pλα, g, µβq P Dn,du forms an A-basis of Sn,d.
A.4. Signed matrices. From now on, we fix
N “ 2n` 1, D “ 2d.
Notice that D is even and is different from the convention (2.1.1). Set
Ξ “
!
A “ paijq´nďi,jďn P MatNˆN pNq
ˇˇ
a´i,´j “ aij,@i, j P r´n, ns;
řn
i,j“´n aij “ D
)
. (A.4.1)
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Recall rowpT q and colpT q in (2.2.3), we set
Ξ0 “ tA P Ξ | rowpAq0 ą 0 and colpAq0 ą 0u ˆ t0u,
Ξ` “ tA P Ξ | rowpAq0 “ 0 or colpAq0 “ 0u ˆ t`u,
Ξ´ “ tA P Ξ | rowpAq0 “ 0 or colpAq0 “ 0u ˆ t´u.
(A.4.2)
In below we abbreviate pA,αq P Ξα by Aα where α P t0,`,´u. We further set
ΞD “ Ξ
0 \ Ξ` \ Ξ´, (A.4.3)
whose elements are called signed matrices. Define a sign map sgn : t0,`,´u2 Ñ t0,`,´u by
sgnpα, βq “
$&%
0, if pα, βq “ p0, 0q;
`, if pα, βq “ p0,`q, p`, 0q, p`,`q, p`,´q;
´, if pα, βq “ p0,´q, p´, 0q, p´,´q, p´,`q.
(A.4.4)
Define a map κ : Dn,d Ñ ΞD by κpλ
α, g, µβq “
´
|Rλ
α
i X gR
µβ
j |
¯sgnpα,βq
.
Lemma A.4.1. The map κ : Dn,d Ñ ΞD is a bijection.
For each A “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD, we write eA “ φ
g
λαµβ
, and hence teA | A P Ξu forms a basis of Sn,d.
For any A “ paijq P Ξ, we set
a1ij “
"
1
2
a00 if pi, jq “ p0, 0q;
aij otherwise,
and a2ij “
"
a00 ´ 1 if pi, jq “ p0, 0q;
aij otherwise.
(A.4.5)
Let I` “ pt0u ˆ r0, nsq \ pr1, ns ˆ r´n, nsq be the index set corresponding to the “positive half part” of
matrices in Ξ.
Lemma A.4.2. If Asgnpα,βq “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD where A “ paijq P Ξ, then the length of g PWD is
ℓpgq “
1
2
¨˝ ÿ
pi,jqPI`
˜ ÿ
xąi,yăj
`
ÿ
xăi,yąj
¸
a1ija
2
xy
‚˛. (A.4.6)
In particular, the length is independent of the sign sgnpα, βq. Thus we write, for A “ Asgnpα,βq “
κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD,
ℓpAq “ ℓpgq or ℓpAq “ ℓpgq (A.4.7)
For each signed matrix A “ Asgnpα,βq “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD with A “ paijq P Ξ, we introduce the
following notations:
sgnpAq “ sgnpα, βq, slpAq “ α, srpAq “ β,
rowpAq “ rowpAq, colpAq “ colpAq, ppAq “
#
´ if
ř
iă0,ją0 aij is odd;
` otherwise,
A˘B “ A˘B, for any N ˆN matrix B.
(A.4.8)
Note that A˘B is a matrix instead of a signed matrix. The following lemmas follows immediately from
definition.
Lemma A.4.3. Let A “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD, then ppAq “ ` (resp. ´) if and only if gp1q ą 0 (resp. ă 0).
Lemma A.4.4. For a signed matrix A P ΞD, we have
slpAq “
#
0 if rowpAq0 ą 0;
sgnpAq if rowpAq0 “ 0,
srpAq “
$’&’%
0 if colpAq0 ą 0;
´sgnpAq if colpAq0 “ rowpAq0 “ 0, ppAq “ ´;
sgnpAq otherwise.
(A.4.9)
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Let A “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD. We define a signed weak composition as below:
δpAq “ p
a00
2
, a10, . . . , an0, a´n,1, a´n`1,1, . . . , an1, . . . , . . . , a´n,n, a´n`1,n, . . . , annq
β. (A.4.10)
A direct computation shows that δpAq is indeed a weak composition δ in Proposition A.2.3(a).
Proposition A.4.5. Let A “ κpλα, g, µβq P ΞD. Then WδpAq “ g
´1Wλαg XWµβ .
We define type D quantum factorials by
r0s!d “ r2s
!
d “ 1, r2ks
!
d “ rksr2sr4s ¨ ¨ ¨ r2pk ´ 1qs, pk ě 2q.
We further define, for A “ paijq P Ξ,
rAs!d “ ra0,0s
!
d
ź
pi,jqPI`ztp0,0qu
raijs!. (A.4.11)
We write rAs!d “ rAs
!
d if A “ A
sgnA. The type D quantum factorials are defined in the sense that the
following identity on the Poincare polynomial for WδpAq holds:
Lemma A.4.6. For any A “ Aα P ΞD with A “ paijq, we have
ř
wPWδpAq
v2ℓpwq “ rAs!d.
A.5. Multiplication formulas. The proofs of Lemma A.5.1–A.5.3 are very similar to their counterparts
(Lemma 3.1.3, (3.2.2) and Lemma 3.2.1) so we omit.
Lemma A.5.1. Let A “ κpλα, g, µβq for λα, µβ P ΛD, g P Dλαµβ . Then xλαTgxµβ “ rAs
!
d eApxµβ q.
Lemma A.5.2. Let B “ κpλα, g1, µ
βq and A “ κpµβ , g2, ν
γq, where λα, µβ , νγ P ΛD, g1 P Dλαµβ , and
g2 P Dµβνγ . Write δ “ δpAq. Then we have eBeApxνγ q “
1
rAs!
d
xλαTg1TpDδXWµβ qg2
xνγ .
Lemma A.5.3. Let B “ κpλα, 1, µβq,A “ κpµβ, g, νγq. Let ypwq be the shortest double coset representative
for WλwgWν , and let A
pwq “ κpλα, ypwq, νγq. Then
eBeA “
ÿ
wPDδXWµβ
v2pℓpwq`ℓpgq´ℓpy
pwqqq rA
pwqs!d
rAs!d
eApwq
In the multiplication formulas below, we regard eA “ 0 if A R ΞD.
Proposition A.5.4. Suppose that A “ AsgnpAq,B, C P ΞD and h P r1, ns. Let Γr “ tt “ ptiq´nďiďn P
NN |
řn
i“´n ti “ ru.
(1) If h ‰ 1, B ´ rEθh,h´1 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, and srpBq “ slpAq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kăp tpah,k
nź
p“´n
„
ah,p ` tp
tp

e qAt,h , (A.5.1)
where qAt,h “ pA` tpEθh,p ´ tpEθh´1,p, sgnpslpBq, srpAqqq, slp qAt,hq “ slpBq and srp qAt,hq “ srpAq.
(2) If B ´ rEθ1,0 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, and srpBq “ slpAq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kăp tpa1,kp1` p1´ δr, 1
2
rowpAq0
qp1´ δa10,0,0qδa10,0,t0q
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p ` tp
tp

e qAt,1 . (A.5.2)
(3) If h ‰ 1, C ´ rEθh´1,h is diagonal, colpCq “ rowpAq, and srpCq “ slpAq, then
eCeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kąp tpah´1,k
nź
p“´n
„
ah´1,p ` tp
tp

e pAt,h , (A.5.3)
where pAt,h “ pA´ tpEθh,p ` tpEθh´1,p, sgnpslpCq, srpAqqq, slp pAt,hq “ slpCq and srp pAt,hq “ srpAq.
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(4) If C ´ rEθ0,1 is diagonal, colpCq “ rowpAq, and srpCq “ slpAq, then
eCeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kąp a0,ktp`2
ř
păkă´p tptk`
ř
pă0 tpptp´1q
ra0,0 ` 2t0s
!
d
ra0,0s
!
drt0s!
nź
p“1
ra0,p ` tp ` t´ps!
ra0,ps!rtps!rt´ps!
e pAt,1 . (A.5.4)
Proof. Here we only prove Parts (2) and (4) while omitting the easier parts (1) and (3). For Part (2),
let A “ κpµβ , g2, ν
γq, and let δ “ δpBq. Take any t P Γr, we consider two cases: r ă
1
2
rowpAq0 or
r “ 1
2
rowpAq0.
Case 1: r ă 1
2
rowpAq0: Let wt be the minimal length element in the set tw P Dδ XWµβ | A
pwq “ qAt,1u. A
direct computation shows that its length is give by
ℓpwtq “
ř
kąpě0
or
kě´pą0
tppa0,k ´ tkq `
ř
|k|ă´p tppa0,k ´ tk ´ t´kq ´
ř
pă0
ptp`1qtp
2
“
ř
kąppa0,k ´ tkqtp ´
ř
păkă´p tptk ´
1
2
ř
pă0 tpptp ` 1q.
(A.5.5)
By a combinatorial argument, we calculate thatÿ
wPDδXWµβ ,
Apwq“ pAt,1
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwtq
˜ ÿ
x`y“t0
„
a10,0
x
„
a10,0 ´ x
y

pv2q
xpx´1q
2
`xpa10,0´t0q
¸
nź
p“1
„
a0,p
tp
„
a0,p ´ tp
t´p

. (A.5.6)
Note thatÿ
x`y“t0
„
a10,0
x
„
a10,0 ´ x
y

pv2q
xpx´1q
2
`xpa10,0´t0q “
„
a10,0
t0
 t0ÿ
x“0
„
t0
x

vxpx´1qpva
1
0,0´t0q2x
p♦q
“
„
a10,0
t0
 t0ź
i“1
p1` v2pi´1qv2pa
1
0,0´t0qq
“ p1` p1´ δa10,0,0qδa10,0,t0q
ra0,0s
!
d
ra0,0 ´ 2t0s
!
drt0s!
,
(A.5.7)
where (♦) is due to the quantum binomial theorem
řn
r“0
“
n
r
‰
vrpr´1qxr “
śn´1
k“0p1` v
2kxq. Henceÿ
wPDδXWµβ ,A
pwq“ pAt,1
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwtq
ra0,0s
!
d
ra0,0 ´ 2t0s!drt0s!
nź
p“1
„
a0,p
tp
„
a0,p ´ tp
t´p

. (A.5.8)
Moreover, using (A.4.6), we obtain
ℓpAq ´ ℓp pAt,1q “ ´ÿ
kąp
pa0,k ´ tkqtp `
1
2
ÿ
pă0
tp `
ÿ
kăp
tpa1,k `
1
2
ÿ
kă´p
tptk
“
ÿ
kăp
tpa1,k ´
ÿ
kąp
pa0,k ´ tkqtp `
ÿ
păkă´p
tptk `
1
2
ÿ
pă0
tpptp ` 1q. (A.5.9)
Combining Lemma A.5.3, (A.5.5), (A.5.8) and (A.5.9), we obtain that, if r ă 1
2
rowpAq0,
eBeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kăp tpa1,kp1` p1´ δa10,0,0qδa10,0 ,t0q
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p ` tp
tp

e qAt,1 .
Case 2: r “ 1
2
rowpAq0: In this case, each term e qAt,1 “ 0 unless a0,p “ tp ` t´p for all p P r´n, ns. (Partic-
ularly, a10,0 “ t0.) For the non-vanishing terms, we haveÿ
wPDδXWµβ ,A
pwq“ pAt,1
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwtq
˜ÿ
x
„
a10,0
x

pv2q
xpx´1q
2
¸
nź
p“1
„
a0,p
tp

,
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where x runs over all integers such that 0 ď x ď a10,0 and x`
ř
pă0 tp P 2N. Note that
ÿ
a10,0ěxP2N
„
a10,0
x

vxpx´1q “
ÿ
a10,0ěxP2N`1
„
a10,0
x

vxpx´1q “
a10,0´1ź
i“1
p1` v2iq.
Hence ÿ
wPDδXWµβ ,A
pwq“ pAt,1
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwtq
a10,0´1ź
i“1
p1` v2iq
nź
p“1
„
a0,p
tp

. (A.5.10)
Combining Lemma A.5.3, (A.5.5), (A.5.9) and (A.5.10), we obtain, if r “ 1
2
rowpAq0,
eBeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kăp tpa1,k
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p ` tp
tp

e qAt,1 .
Part (2) concludes.
For Part (4), Let A “ κpµβ , g2, ν
γq, δ “ δpCq and take any t P Γr. Let wt be the shortest element in
the set tw P Dδ XWµβ | A
pwq “ pAt,1u. Its length is given byÿ
wPDδXWµβ ,A
pwq“ pAt,1
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwtq
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p
tp

“ v2
ř
kăp tppa1,k´tkq
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p
tp

. (A.5.11)
Moreover, using (A.4.6), we obtain
ℓpAq ´ ℓp pAt,1q “ ÿ
kąp
a0,ktp ´
1
2
ÿ
pă0
tp ´
ÿ
kăp
tppa1,k ´ tkq `
1
2
ÿ
kă´p
tptk
“
ÿ
kąp
a0,ktp ´
ÿ
kăp
tppa1,k ´ tkq `
ÿ
păkă´p
tptk `
1
2
ÿ
pă0
tpptp ´ 1q.
(A.5.12)
Combining Lemma A.5.3,(A.5.11) and (A.5.12), we finally get that
eCeA “
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kąp a0,ktp`2
ř
păkă´p tptk`
ř
pă0 tpptp´1q
˜
nź
p“´n
„
a1,p
tp

ra1,p ´ tps!
ra1,ps!
¸
¨
˜
ra0,0 ` 2t0s
!
d
ra0,0s!d
nź
p“1
ra0,p ` tp ` t´ps!
ra0,ps!
¸
e pAt,1
“
ÿ
tPΓr
v2
ř
kąp a0,ktp`2
ř
păkă´p tptk`
ř
pă0 tpptp´1q
ra0,0 ` 2t0s
!
d
ra0,0s!drt0s!
nź
p“1
ra0,p ` tp ` t´ps!
ra0,ps!rtps!rt´ps!
e pAt,1 .

Take r “ 1 in Proposition A.5.4, we have the following corollary.
Corollary A.5.5. Suppose that A “ AsgnpAq,B, C P ΞD and h P r1, ns.
(1) If h ‰ 1, B ´ Eθh,h´1 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, and srpBq “ slpAq, then
eBeA “
nÿ
p“´n
v2
ř
kăp ah,krah,p ` 1seAp , (A.5.13)
where Ap “ pA` E
θ
h,p ´ E
θ
h´1,p, sgnpslpBq, srpAqqq.
(2) If B ´ Eθ1,0 is diagonal, colpBq “ rowpAq, and srpBq “ slpAq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
p‰0
v2
ř
kăp a1,k ra1,p ` 1seAp ` v
2
ř
kă0 a1,kp2´ δ2,rowpAq0qra1,0 ` 1seA0 . (A.5.14)
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(3) If h ‰ 1, C ´ Eθh´1,h is diagonal, colpCq “ rowpAq, and srpCq “ slpAq, then
eCeA “
nÿ
p“´n
v2
ř
kąp ah´1,k rah´1,p ` 1seAph,pq, (A.5.15)
where Aph, pq “ pA´ Eθh,p ` E
θ
h´1,p, sgnpslpCq, srpAqqq.
(4) If C ´Eθ0,1 is diagonal, colpCq “ rowpAq, and srpCq “ slpAq, then
eCeA “
ÿ
p‰0
v2
ř
kąp a0,k ra0,p ` 1seAp1,pq ` v
2
ř
ką0 a0,k
`
ra0,0 ` 1s ` p1´ δ0,a0,0qv
a0,0
˘
eAp1,0q. (A.5.16)
Remark A.5.6. The multiplication formulas with eA (Proposition A.5.4 and Corollary A.5.5) match Fan-
Li’s multiplication formulas ([FL15, Proposition 4.3.2 and Corollary 4.3.4].) with egeoA , via the following
correspondence:
eA Ñ
"
1
2
e
geo
A , if a0,0 “ 0, rowpAq0 ‰ 0 and colpAq0 ‰ 0;
e
geo
A otherwise.
(A.5.17)
Remark A.5.7. An immediate application of the multiplication formulas is to demonstrate a stabilization
property for tSn,d | d P Nu, and further construct an algebra Kn so that the multiplication rules on Kn
are compatible with the rules on any Sn,d. The algebras Kn have been introduced by Fan and Li in loc.
cit.
A.6. Schur duality. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of typeDd, and let ρ be the half sum of the positive
roots of g. It was mentioned in a framework [LW17] that ΛD can be viewed as the set of orbits of W on
a (truncated) ρ-shifted weight lattice of g. Then the v-tensor space
À
λαPΛD
xλαH can be viewed as the
quantum version of the Grothendieck groups of the category O of g-modules.
This picture is also valid when ΛD is replaced by its subset. Each subset Λf Ă ΛD corresponds to a
Schur algebra
Sf “ EndH
´
‘
λPΛf
xλH.
¯
A Schur duality is also obtained in loc. cit. for each pair pSf ,Hq on the tensor space ‘λPΛf xλH.
Remark A.6.1. If Λf “ Λ
`\Λ´, then Sf is the algebra S
m in [FL15, §6.1]. The stabilization procedure
affords a different quantum algebra Km in loc. cit.
Remark A.6.2. Fan and Li told the authors in private conversations that they have also been aware of
the Schur algebra Sf and the related Schur duality for Λf “ Λ
` or Λ0 \Λ` although they did not write
it down.
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